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NEW COLUMN APPEARS
A column by Barney Kessel, well-known jazz
guitarist, will appear once a month in the Tiger
until the end of the semester. This week his
column on "What is Jazz?" can be found on page 7.
Also on page 7 is a sequence of pictures taken during Mid-Wniter's dance weekend showing Hamp,
his orchestra and several students in full swing.
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Buddy Morrow Band To Play For Military Ball
Saturday Night Orchestra
To Be Announced Next Week

• • • •

******

*****

By LEE CLYBURN
Tiger Assistant News Editor
Buddy Morrow and his orchestra will perform for the
formal dance during the Military Ball and Spring Hop
weekend which has been set for Apr. 10-11, according to
Bob Erwin, CDA president.
Bob also said that the band would only be here one
night and the orchestra playing for the Saturday informal
would be announced next week.
According to Bob, there 'Will be
no concert this time even though
Lionel Hampton's performance
was a huge success last week.
The Military Ball accompanies
the Spring Hop each year and is
a special dance honoring the campus military students. ROTC students are required to wear military uniforms to this dance, and
uniforms are considered formal attire with a white shirt and black
bow tie.
Honorary Officers Be Named

Booker Names
Symposium
For Tuesday

The annual Clemson Military
Banquet held in conjunction
with the Military Ball has been
slated for Apr. 10, according to
Col. George A. Douglass, Professor of Military Science and
Tactics.
Brigadier
General
Stanley A. Larson of Fort Benning has accepted an invitation
as the principal speaker.

By BILL HILL
Tiger News Editor
A symposium on "The Further
Industrial Development of South
Carolina" has been announced
for next week by L. R. Booker,
chairman of the Clemson Continuing Education Center.
Mr. Booker stated that the
symposium, which will be held
next Tuesday, will have as chairman R. M. Cooper, director of
the State Development Board.
He further stated that the
meeting will be held in the
Clemson Room of the Clemson
House. The sessions will begin
at 10 a. m. and extend to approximately 5 p. m. A registration fee of $1 will be charged
to assist in defraying the costs
of the symposium and for providing printed reports.
Brownlee To Lead Session
The first session, according to
Mr. Booker, will concern itself
with the work of the State Development Board. It will be led
by R. Frank Brownlee of Lawrence and Brownlee Insurance
Agency. Mr. Brownlee, who is
from Anderson, is a member of
the State Board.
"Organization and Work of
County
Development
Boards"
will be the topic of the 11 a. m.
session. The discussion of this
topic will be led by Ernie Wright,
the manager of the Orangeburg
Chamber of Commerce.
Will Lead 3rd Session
Richard B. Grimball, vicepresident of the Citizens and
Southern National Bank in Columbia, will lead the third session, according to Mr. Booker.
His subject will be "Practical
Aspects in Chartering Industrial
Growth of the State."
"Problems Concerning the Tax
Structure and Industrial Development" will be the fourth topic
of discussion during the all day
session. Mr. Booker stated that
Dr. Robert W. Patterson, director of the Bureau of Business
and Economic Research at the
University of South Carolina will
lead this segment of the program.

Everyone Invited
Bob emphasized the fact that
even though the Military Ball honors ROTC students, limitations are
not placed on other students, and
others are more than welcomed to
attend.
The Buddy Morrow orchestra,
organized in 1951, has made
many appearances on television,
radio, at supper clubs and hotels, and through RCA recordings. The band has become very
widely known, especially in the
North. Jane Taylor and Don
Trube are featured as soloists.

4 Types Available
Caps and gowns may be rented
at this time for $3.75, and the
selection of invitations will include
four types—dutchfold, white cardboard booklet, white pin seal letter
and white genuine leather.

Bunny Berrigan, noted for jazz
compositions, heard Buddy in a
jam session one night, and recommended him to Artie Shaw. Buddy
was hired to play with the newly
formed Shaw band, and it was here
that he got his professional start.
After free lance work with
several orchestras, RCA signed
Morrow who formed a band of his
own. The band suffered disappointments after being named as
Billboards "most promising band
of the year," but the recording
of "Night Train" turned the
tide when the record sold over a
million copies.
Buddy's orchestra plays a "Spectrum" of music ranging from Dixie-land to popular. Bob urges all
students to prepare for the weekend which is only three weeks
away.

Buddy Morrow will begin the festivities of Spring Hop by appearing with his orchestra at the Friday night formal military
ball. The band for Saturday's informal dance will be announced
by CDA later.

Articles Valued At $420
Stolen From Two Students
By BILL HILL
Tiger News Editor
Person or persons unknown entered the room of two
Clemson students on A-6 last Saturday night and stole
various items which were valued at $420.

Machines For
Voting Secured
By Alumni

The Alumni Association has secured four voting machines for the
student body elections for the third
consecutive year. The machines
will be supplied by Greenville
County.
One machine will be used for
each class during the election, to
be held Apr. 7. This will reduce
the time required by each student
to vote by reducing the lines at the
poles, according to Luther Bigby,
Chairman of Elections Committee.
This election will be for stu-'
dent body officers and members
of Senior Council.
The deadline for petitions is
midnight Mar. 31. Until 4:30 p.m.,
petitions should be turned in to
J. R. R. Cooper's office in the Student Center. Between 4:30 p.m.
and midnight, they may be turned
in to Luther Bigby in Room A-704.

The latter three types are in
booklet form, the main difference
being the cover. The white cardboard booklets are priced at $.40
each; the white pin seal letters are
priced at $.55 each: and the genuine leather invitations will sell for
$.80 each.
Much Included
Also included in the latter three
will be a program of the baccalaureate sermon, commencement
program, sketches of typical campus scenes and names of all graduates with home towns and majors.

Succumbs

Kistler stated that the items
were stolen between the hours
ef 9 p.m., and midnight Satur- I
day. He said he left the room j
at 9 p.m. locked the door and
went to the lounge to watch TV.
When he returned at midnight j
he found the room in slight disorder.
"The first thing I noticed wrong
was that the blinds were up about
halfway and the fan which usually
stays on two trunks in front of
the window was in the floor. Then
I saw the clock-radio which we
kept on the table was missing," he
said.
Upon looking around the room
he noticed several other of the
items missing. He stated that he
then went to the college police and
reported the robbery.
Returns Sunday
Harbison, who returned Sunday
afternoon from a visit home, noted
that whoever took the items missed
at least two valuable pieces of property—a 35mm camera and a coronet valued at $260.
The students reported that college police have distributed circulars to pawn shops in the area in
case the goods are put up for sale.
Harbison emphasized that the discriptions are very detailed and he
(Continued on Page 5)

Campus Parking Problem Is Surely Bad Today!

GEN. FLOYD PARKS

LI. Gen. Floyd Parks,
Clemson Graduate,
Dies Of Cancer

Sleepy-eyed students going to breakfast last
week from level B-6 were wondering if the
night's sleep hadn't been in vain when they
found, this Volkswagen parked surreptitiously
in the hall. The story made the rounds,**.^

fast, and a small crowd gathered around the
vehicle. For your edification, no ticket was
given the illegally parked auto. (Tiger photo
by Alex McCormack.)

The Interim Council of the South Carolina State Student Legislature met here
early this week in the first of a series of me etings, according to Phil Powell of Clemson,
Speaker pro tempore of the House. The purpose of these meetings is to prepare for
the convening of the assembly next December in Columbia.
At this meeting the Journal
of Arts and Resolutions of the
preceeding assembly were reviewed and provisions were
made for its proper distributions.
The South Carolina State StuA lecture on life insurance policies was given last
dent Legislature is made up of Tuesday to several interested students by L. M. Bauknight,
delegates from all interested associate professor of Agricultural Economics in order that
South Carolina colleges and uni- students might become more acquainted with the different
versities. It is divided into a
types of insurance available.
House and Senate and is patInsurance Risk Saving
terned after the South Carolina
The first and major point that
General Assembly.
Mr. Bauknight brought out was
The organization of the legis- that life insurance is risk saving
and a protection, not an investlature is handled by the Inment for the individual. Persons
Dr. Joseph D. Edwards, Jr.,
terim Council which consists
obtaining Life Insurance policies Alexandria, La., with a post docof the president and president should get the insurance that more torate from the University of Illipro tempore of House and Sen- nearly meets their needs.
nois in 1951, has been appointed
Individuals should consider a few associate professor of chemistry at
ate. The members of this.year's
council are Jim Creel, Clemson, main points before signing a policy, Clemson.
namely—the size of the payment
He will assume his duties here
president of the Senate; David of premium, whether or not the
in the second semester, announces
Dubose, Wofford, President pro agent can easily be reached, and Dr. F. I. Brownley, head of the detempore of the Senate; Marion does the policy have a good cover- partment of chemistry and geology. Dr. Edwards has been prinMyers, Wofford, Speaker of age.
cipal scientist of the Veteran's
4 Types Of Insurance
the House; and Phil Powell,
Mr. Baughnight also brought out Administration Hospital, Houston,
Clemson, Speaker pro tempore
that there are four types of life in- Tex.
of the House.
Dr. Edwards graduated from
surance policies: five year term,

Life Insurance Lecture Is
Given By L Nl. Bauknight

straight life, twenty payment life,
and twenty year endowment. The
straight life policy is the most common in the United States.
In summarizing, Mr. Bauknight
repeated again that life insurance
Constitution Decided Necessary is not an investment, but is a protection against risks, and this risk
Phil said that the Interim is death.
Council decided it was necessary
to have a constitution to govern
its actions. A basic framework,
consisting of duties, powers and
limitations, has been drawn up
and will be used for future action
taken.

Other officers named at this
week's meeting were Judy DeLoach, Clemson, Reading Clerk
of the House and Jody Myer,
Winthrop, Clerk of the Senate.

Lt. Gen. Floyd L. Parks, 1917
Clemson graduate, died of cancer
Tuesday after serving a 38-year
career in the United States Army.
Parks, 63, had retired just three
years ago and was currently serving as director of the National
Rifle Association.
He was born in Louisville, Ky.,
but has several relatives in the
Greenville area, and always gave
At the next General Assembly
Greenville as his home town. Gen.
Parks studied at Frazer Fitting of the Student Legislature, a
School in Anderson before enter- governor will be elected, thus
creating a new office as well as
ing Clemson.
adding another member to the
Interim Council. A correspondEnlisted As A Private
He enlisted in the army as a pri- ing secretary, who will be an exvate in 1917 and advanced to the officio member of the committee,
rank of lieutenant in 1918. He will be selected in the near futhen went on to become a general. ture.

Gen. Parks also led the first airborne troops into Germany. For
this he received the Distinguished
Service Cross with oak leaf cluster.
After World War n he served as
chief of Army Information and
commanding general of the 2nd
Army. Gen. Parks was also a
friend of President Eisenhower.

The final session of the day,
according to Mr. Booker, is on
the problems of the water and
land conservation programs of
the state. This discussion will
be led by Dr. T. S. Bnie, the
state conservationist of the
United States Department of
Agriculture, Soil Conservation
Service.

Interim Council Of Siudent Legislature
Convenes In Firsi Meeting Of Series

Dr. J. D. Edwards
Is New Chemistry
Professor Here

In 1944 Gen. Parks became
chief of staff to Gen. Matthew
Ridgeway, then commanding the
First Allied Airborne Army. The
two generals jumped with their
troops into Nazi-occupied Holland in the largest mass airborne attack in history.

The 3:30 p.m. session will concern itself with the labor resources of the state. Also discussed will be the recruitment
and training of the labor for industrial development. The executive director of the Chester
County Board of Commerce and
Development, Robert A. Metrakos, will lead.

as she makes a plea in Tiger's behalf for more
staff writers to bolster the present staff. Any
student is eligible for a staff position. (Tiger
photo by Jerry Stafford).

Met Here Early This Week

suiter piece of luggage, a blanket j
and a pair of Army ROTC trousers, j
Harbison emphasized that all of j
the items were in excellent shape,
most of them being new.

Labor Resources Discussed

For further details, interested
students should contact Mr.
Booker at his office in Hardin
Halt

Coed Janice Ginn of Westminster makes a pretty plea for any and all students to come up to
The Tiger office on 4th Floor Student Center
to look around. Janice is perched atop the Tiger's shelf-like affair (no bars in Student Center)

The dutchfold type includes
just envelope and plain invitation and are priced at six for $1.

The students, Gerald E. Kistlei",
Civil Engineering freshman from
Charlotte, and Robert A. Harbison,
Electrical Engineering freshman
Recordings by the Buddy Mor- from Spartanburg, stated that a
row orchestra of "Night Train," total of eight items and $12 in cash
"One Minute Julep" and "I Don't were taken.
Know" have sold many records.
Stolen Items Listed
Buddy Morrow, who plays the
trombone, has been featured with
Among the items stolen were a
such orchestras as Tommy Dorsey, clock radio, transistor portable
Jimmy Dorsey, Artie Shaw, and radio, a travel clock, portable typePaul Whiteman. He planned his writer, a K & E drawing set, a twocareer as a pianoist but, after receiving a trombone as a birthday
gift, has long become attached to
it.
Recommended To Shaw

Why Don't You Come Up And See Us Sometime?

By LEE CLYBURN
Tiger Assistant News Editor
Caps, gowns and invitations will
be available Monday for Seniors
graduating in June, according to
Jimmy Smith, Senior Class president, and orders will be taken in
Meeting Room 1 from 1-5 p.m. and
from 7-9 p.m. through Friday.
Jimmy emphasized that it is imperative for all prospective graduates get their orders to the senior
class so that the deadline may be
met without delay.

The four, honorary cadet private,
sergeant, corporal, and general
will be recognized for outstanding
abilities shown during the year.

Four honorary cadet officers will
The banquet, sponsored by the
be announced during the dance. Clemson Chapter of Scabbard and
Blade, will be attended by all
ROTC senior and junior Executive
Sergeants, members of the faculty
and ROTC staff. It will be held
at 6:30 p.m. in the Clemson House.

, Caps,
Gowns Will Be
Available Monday

To Play Friday Night Spring Hop

Studied At Yale
While in the service Gen. Parks
studied at Yale University, the
Army Tank School, the Infantry
School, Command and General
Staff School and the Army War
College.
He always maintained his interest in Greenville and in South
(Continued on Page 4)

Louisiana College at Pineville, La.
in 1944, serving as a student instructor during his junior and senior years. He received the master
of arts degree from the University
of Texas in 1948, and the Ph. D.
from the same institution in 1950.
As a graduate student he was a
(Continued on Page 6)

Dr. Epting Involved In Automobile
Accident On Old Seneca Highway

Dr. C. L. Epting, head of the and caused the collision of the
Social Science Department, was two vehicles.
The driver of the other car reinvolved in an automobile acciceived only minor injuries, but
dent of quite an unusual nature Dr. Epting incurred broken ribs,
Sunday afternoon on the old a broken hand and a bruised leg.
He was taken to the Anderson
Seneca Highway.
According to a highway report, Memorial Hospital.
Dr. Epting is reported to be
the accident which occurred near
doing much better and is exthe Southeastern Cotton Gin was pected to come home from the
Purposes Of Legislature
caused when a dog obstructed the hospital by Sunday, according to
According to Powell, it is the view of an approaching motorist his daughter.
responsibility of the Interim
Council to organize and execute
the State Student Legislature.
He also stated that the overall
purposes of the legislature are to
provide for interested students a
forum in which to express and
Scholarship Fund presented a reBy JIMMY YOUNGBLOOD
develop their views on important
port on the scholarships. The reTiger
Feature
Writer
issues of the times.
Faculty Senate endorsed reports port was final, except for adminisTo focus the attention of col- by the Welfare Committee and the trative details according to G. E.
lege students on state political Committee on the Robert F. Poole Bair, chairman of the committee.
Dr. Bair also announced that
issues; to provide for those Memorial Scholarship Fund at its
$2,400 will be available for scholarstudents to learn about the Tuesday meeting.
South Carolina General AsThe Welfare Committee, work- ships and awards for the 1959-60
sembly through actual practice; ing in conjunction with Research academic year. The scholarships
and to provide for public publi- Council, presented its report on and awards are in memory of R. F.
cation of the views of South facilities for faculty recreation and Poole, late president of the college.
Carolina college students on faculty opinion on the need for ad- Further information concerning
the awards will be published in the
these pertinent issues are also ditional facilities.
responsibilities of the Council.
This report will be forwarded to next issue of The Tiger.
Acting through the dean of the
Delegates for the 1959 State the administration, pending con- college, Faculty Senate assists and
currence
and
approval
by
French
Legislature will be chosen from
advises the President of the College
the student body of Clemson Council, according to F. B. Schir- on matters of educational interest
during spring elections. The next mer, president of the Faculty Sen- for the purpose of achieving a close
meeting of the Interim Council ate.
The Faculty Senate Committee understanding and cooperation bewill be held at Wofford, Tueson
the R. F. Poole Memorial tween faculty and administration
day, Mar. 24.

Faculty Senate Okays
Poole Memorial Fund
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DIFFERENT TO SAY THE LEAST!!

Dance Weekend Followed
With Monday Quizzes

Rules Governing Clubs, Organizations Are
Vague; These Rules Should Be Explicit
Rules, regulations. How often we hear
these words throughout our lifetime. But,
Without codes, precepts and the like ours
would be a society of utter chaos. One cannot imagine a world in which man is left
completely to his own devices, free to do
as his every whim dictates.
Laws are a very necessary part of our
civilization. For the most part all of us
know what we can and cannot do; those
who don't usually find themselves with
little or no freedom to do the things they
want. This, too, is necessary to protect
those citizens in the majority who respect
and heed the law.
Almost from the moment of our birth
and until we die our lives are governed
by canons, statues, ordinances, legislation
and other regulations set up by our society.
Whether we are at home, on the highway,
or at our place of employment our actions
are governed by formal and informal regulations.
On this campus we have regulations.
For the most part these rules are clear-cut,
easy to understand. We have class attendance regulations, parking regulations,
dining room regulations, all of which are
known to almost every student.
Other rules exist on campus. Few
know that these rules exist until they find
that they have violated one. By that time
it is too late.
These little-known rules apparently are
not written down in black and white for
all to see. If they are, we have not been
able to locate them. But perhaps this was
because the persons in charge of keeping
these rules have not been available to us
for some time.

We are referring specifically to those
rules which govern our clubs and organizations. Each campus organization has a
charter which governs its internal functions; clubs must also abide by certain other rules set up by the college or lose this
charter. These latter rules concern us
here.
Our investigation into the matter was
prompted by student discussions about
how vague these rules appear to be. An
excellent example of the obscurity of these
regulations is the subject of probation.
Probation is a punishment imposed on an
organization if a rule is breached.
No one seems to know when a club will
be put on probation, simply because the
rules are abstruse.
But what is probation? How long does
it last? How can a club be excused from
the probationary period? The answers to
these questions are even more mysterious
than definitions of the rules.
These rules and the punishments for
their violation should be explicit. They
should be made available to the clubs'
presidents to be followed specifically.

It would be a catastrophe if fire broke
out in Hardin Hall during the morning
hours of any week day. Since the Math
Department began utilizing this building
for its large lecture sections, the building
is filled almost to capacity every morning.
A visit to this building during class
changes will show the difficulty one has
in entering and leaving the building. The
stairs are always crowded, especially in the
north wing. If panic broke out because of
a fire, the resulting melee would be horrible.
A few ancient fire escapes are provided
at the building, but they are far from sufficient. They might have been adequate
several years ago, but increasing enrollments make them obsolescent.
The situation is not likely to improve
in the immediate future. To utliize every

All of us can recall how these creatures
derived great pleasure from standing on
the Loggia as students and their dates arrived at the dances or departed. The dress
of these individuals left much to be de-

classroom on campus every hour of the day
would be Utopian, but if we are to do this
the safety of students and faculty alike
must be taken into consideration.
Since our master plan does not call for
Hardin Hall to be razed in the immediate
future, and possibly not for several years,
we strongly suggest that adequate safety
devices in the form of new fire escapes be
installed in the building. The cost involved would be small relative to the lives that
might be saved.
College engineers might also investigate
this situation in other campus buildings.
Most of our structures were built several
years ago when conditions were not as
crowded as they are today, and under these
conditions we cannot be too safety conscious.

sired—dungarees, T-shirt, tattered shoes.
We are sure they made a terrific impression on our campus visitors.
But apparently they are gone, and we
hope they never return. Their disappearance indicates something—perhaps even an
upward trend in the social-mindedness of
our students.
Yes, this is remarkable. Let us hope
we never revert to the "old-days."
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In our opinion it would be best for all
concerned to allow Council of Club PresiBy TIM TRITELY
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Possibilities of Fraternal
System Under Study. Why?

Marked Decrease Noted In 'Loggia Loungers';
Let's Hope Their Return Will Not Occur
We noted a marked decrease in the
number of "Loggia Loungers" over the past
dance weekend. It is truly gratifying that
this breed of student has finally left our
midst.

DID
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Let's Talk It Over

campus is presently being studied. Why?
Unfortunately, many are too
quick to say a fraternal system
is just what we need or a fraternal system is an evil influence,
etc.! It is for
this reason
that here is
stated the
situation as
I see it.
Clemson, as
a military society, had its
units of association, Co
A-l, etc. But
when these
units were
disbanded, their members were
automatically thrust into an associational vacuum.
Prom "Cadet Corporal, Doe,
John W. of Co. A-l, First Battalion" the individual was stripped to "student." Subsequently,
the important question confronting the individual was "what do
I belong to?" Until that time he
was somebody. He was "Cadet."
But as a "student" who was he,
and what did he belong to?"

i \&

operational basis nor reasonable
bounds in which to provide adequate service or social activities.
Honor societies are not primarily organizations of service. Rather, a group which has been recognized for academic merit.
Professional organizations are
composed of members of similar
professional intent; hence we
hear, "Anybody interested in
joining ..."
In essence membership in honor or professional groups in based
upon common similarities of academic standard or professional
intent. But nothing is said
about the social individual.
The above groups belong to a
class which requires nothing
more of the individual than a
kind of standard or membership
requirements. Service organizations are bound by administrative regulations (may we have
your permission to do . . . ), as
well as, administrative rules of
operation.
Consequently, the situation
created after the loss of "unit
association" made the re-establishment of core-school-spirit

standards with respect to the individual's personality, etc.
Whereas, service groups SELECT
members in accordance with
standards of both academic status and individual traits.
A definite consideration before the committee studying fraternal organizational possibilities, is one significant fact. Because in the past it failed, a social fraternal system this failure
isn't necessarily a legitimate indictment.
Every four years
Clemson is a new college of new
individuals.
If fraternal societies are established, there is a grave responsibility that must be met head
on—creation of the haves and
the have-nots. Clear, visible evidence of power politics will produce a frightening situation.
Just as there are checks of
labor and management, the established fraternities will provide checks inherent on Clemson
politics.
This point is paramount—regardless of whether fraternal
organizations are authorized or
not, cliques will by necessity band
together to fight power politics.

Talk Of The Town

Foreign Students Have Come To The
Aid Of Every Student On The Campus
By CHARLES SPENCER
We're in luck.
The foreign students have
come to our aid!
(Who would have thought that
our small group of students on
this campus from other countries had it in their power to
freely offer or totally refuse
something
that Is greatly needed by
every American student
on the campus?)
Surprised?
|Nf C<aM&'.* Well, they
S have recently had just
A. " >
such a choice,
■sW ^«H and they
voted unanimously to offer it to the American students.
Not that this was done without
misgivings . . . Just imagine
yourself in the place of one of
the foreign students on this campus, talking to others of your
group, trying to decide whether
or not to stick your neck out and
offer to the American students,
who don't understand you, something you know they need, something you know they will appreciate if they will just take the
time and trouble to examine it
and discover how valuable it is
. . . Will they be offended?
Will they judge this gift by the
same standards that we are using? Will they be grateful or indifferent? Will they even listen
to our offer? It really is depressing to have a generous offer
ignored. Why, then, stick your
r,«"*v out?

I don't know why. They just
knew they wanted to. The foreign students voted unanimously
on Tuesday, March 3, to offer
themselves to the students at
Clemson College.
In short, they have recognized
a need that some American students also recognize: the need
for closer friendship, companionship, association—fraternization,
if you wish—between students
from different countries, backgrounds, social groups, cultures,
and religions. . .
To emphasize their sincerity in
this offer, they are making the
first move by throwing open the
doors of their Foreign Student
Association (previously restricted to students from other countries) to American students.
You might say, why make so
much of it? What, after all, are
they sacrificing? Might they
not be actually better off with
American students in their
organization?
The answer is simple. They
are sacrificing much: they are
giving up the one thing at Clemson that was all theirs, that no
one could take away from them
without their consent; they are
willing to risk a drastic change
in the nature of their organization even though they have gotten much benefit and pleasure
from it as it now exists. They
are sacrificing security for an
ideal . . .
(The plans are not yet complete for this change— a committee is working on changes in
their constitution that will transform the Foreign Student Association into an International
f5f-.nd?v,t OrP'P.rttep.tloti.)

"Now is the time" for American students at Clemson to respond to a challenge: Do you
sincerely want to better yourselves, Clemson and the world
you live in? Would you be interested in belonging to an
organization of students from
countries around the world?
Are you interested in talking,
to foreign students, studying with
them, working side by side with
them, "fellowshipping" with
them, really trying to give them
a part of yourself and to accept
what they are willing to offer of
themselves?
(If so, I suggest you let someone know in the near future. Why
not drop around and talk to this
writer, (Room E-433), Dalton
Watkins (Room 7-123), Dwight
Strawn (7-121), Bill Sanchez
(president of the F.S.A., Room
C-620), or any one of the foreign
students.)
Please note that this is an International Student Organization,
not an International Relations
Club, such as exists on many
campuses that you may know
about; in this organization you
will not just study and learn
about foreign people and foreign
countries (that is good, too, but
different)—you will study the
people themselves, and learn
firsthand how they think and
what they think about.
Do you agree that the foreign
students are offering something
that every American student
needs? (That is not their statement, it is my interpretation.)
If you really believe this is worthwhile, I think we will be hearing
from you . . .

By BOB CLARK
Another dance weekend has passed. All that's left
of this occasion are fond recollections. For some it was
a memorable event; for others, just another weekend
of studying for Monday morning quizzes . . . the lucky
ones who have quizzes on Monday following a big dance.
Were you one of the lucky ones? Perhaps you had
more than one assigned quiz on Monday.
Well, join the group, buddy.
All of this brings up the time-honored question: Why do professors give
quizzes after dance weekends? Well
perhaps they (the professors) respond
that the material they wished to have
covered for the quiz ended on the Friday or Saturday before the dance, and
the best time to give a quiz is on Monday
morning in order that they can immediately take up the next assignment the next time class
meets.
This is a poor excuse. Another day or two will make
little or no difference, and chances are the student will
be more prepared after studying for the quiz. Surely
he will not study during the 15-minute break Saturday
night. Or perhaps we have some professors on campus
who think that he will.
Better yet, have the student call up his date and
cancel plans for the weekend. An all-important quiz is
coming up Monday morning, and this certain professor
is just giving two quizzes this semester. Well, it happens.
This weekend was no exception. It seems to me that
there should exist f ither an unwritten law, or if necessary, a written law that professors should not give quizzes on Monday morning following dance weekends. This
would certainly be beneficial to both parties concerned.
The student is apt to make a better grade on the
quiz if he has more time to prepare for it, and the professor will not have to fail as many students this semester.
If the object of a course is to learn it and to make a
decent grade, then this plan seems feasible to us. This,
of course, is just a suggestion, but it seems to be a plausible suggestion and one that would certainly elevate the
student-professor status.

Can't Students, Officials Get Together?
Several weeks ago I was fortunate enough or unfortunate, as the case may be, to attend a Student Assembly
meeting at which the officials in charge of the parking
situation and other officials from the Physical Plant
attended.
Since reports regarding this meeting have already
circulated widely, I will not attempt to discuss the meeting. I can only say that it struck me as being a farce.
The principal reason for our being there, or so I gathered was to hear the views of these officials on the parking situation and try to discuss amicably our complaints
with the present system. As far as this party is concerned, neither of the above was accomplished.
Any suggestions we had seemed to be fallible, and
what they proposed seemed to be unacceptable to the
group as a whole. Why can't the students and administration get together on more common grounds to discuss their grievances?
This meeting was typical of some of the meetings
in the past when students have met with people capable
of ironing out difficulties, yet who remained adamant
and unwilling to change their minds.
In the future we hope that the parties concerned,
when meeting the students, also, will attend, perfectly
aware of what they wish to propose, and understand
the situation at hand. Perhaps, this way we can get
something accomplished.

Words To The Wise
By ART LINDLEY
Student Chaplain
There is a man who was born
in an obscure village, the child
of a peasant woman. He worked
in a carpenter shop until He was
30, and then for three years He
was an Itinerant preacher. He
never owned a home.
He never had a family. He
never went to college. He never
put His foot inside a big city. He
never traveled 200 miles from the
place where He was born. He
never did one of the things that
usually accompany greatness.
He had no credentials but Himself. He had nothing to do with
this world except the naked power of His devine manhood. While
still a young man, the tide of
popular opinion turned against
Him. His friends ran away. One
of them denied Him. He was
turned over to His enemies.
He went through the mockery
of a trial. He was nailed to a
cross between two thieves. His
executioners gambled for the
only piece of property He had on
earth while He was dying—and
that was His coat. When He was
dead He was taken down and
laid in a borrowed grave through
the pity of a friend.
Nineteen wide centuries have
come and gone and today He is
the centerpiece of the human
race and the leader of the column of progress.
I am far within the mark when
I say that all the armies that ever
marched, and all the navies that
ever were built, and all the
parliaments that ever sat, and all

the kings that ever reigned, put
together have not affected the
life of man upon this earth as
powerfully as has that one solitary life.
Author Unknown
Easter Is close at hand and
our thoughts turn to going home
for some relaxation. I wonder
if we stop to realize what Easter
really is. It is the time we set
aside to acknowledge the resurrection of the Savior of the
world. Christ died so that you
and I might have a more abundant life.
Yes, He recognized our need,
but today we don't even recognize His presence. To this day
we still shun Him even though
He gave His life for us. Our
faith is hidden under the coat
of pride and selfishness.
We will not share our lives
with our Savior. We won't even
give Him a figliting chance to
break the barrier of our own sejfcenteredness, but when askexi,
we certainly affirm that we are
Christians. Ha! What a group
of fakers we are.
He shouldn't even concern
Himself with our welfare, but He
is a loving father and can't stand
to see us crucify ourselves. He
cares for us beyond all comprehension.
Christ stands before us each
day asks us to knock. We will
certainly not be turned away.
If he gave His life for us, He will
not turn away when we knock.
Let us open our hearts to His
presence and start this Easter
off with a new zest for living by
acknowledging the risen Savior.
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Responsible Campus Position
Held By Charles H. Barron
By TIM TRIVELY
Tiger Associate Editor
Charles H. Barron hails from
Seneca and has for the last year
held one of the most responsible
positions on our campus, the
editorship of Slipstick.
Commenting on the new Chemical Engineering building, Hearing completion, Charles stated,
"The new building will help the
department which is presently
adequate, but a little crowded.
It will also go a long way toward
bringing the department into
proper perspective with chemical
engineering
departments
throughout the country."
Faculty Makes School
Continuing along these lines
Charles reiterated, "Facilities
don't make the school though: the
faculty makes a school." He is
presently considering going to the
University of Virginia for his
advanced work.
The best course he has ever
had at Clemson was Physical
Chemistry, while the most he has
ever spent for a book was S19—
Handbook for Chemical Engineering. The best book he has
ever read — On the Beach, a
best seller by Nevil Shute.

entered the Glee Club and Phi
Eta Sigma. Though he is an area
boy, he has always lived in the
dormitories.
The biggest contribution Clemson has made for you other than
an education? "The college has
helped me to evaluate each person as a person and now it almost comes automatically. I
value the contacts that I have
made here in college very much."

see any reason for the ruling at
all. The body that passed the
ruling has no right to tell the
students what they may or may
not do with their spare time.
I don't think TV has caused
anyone to flunk out of school any
more so than have record players, radios, bull sessions and card
games. The library is open to all
students who wish complete
quiet."

During his sophomore year
he became a staff member of
The Tiger, later rising to copy
editor. American Institute of
Chemical Engineers and Slipstick were two other organizations that found his service.

Charles studies in his room
as opposed to using the main
library, and says that he has
no trouble getting his work
done there.
Most technical men have a pet
and Charles is no different, in
that respect, to the average enthusiastic collegiate. "My pet
would be the application of modern mathematics to the Chemical Engineering field, especially
in the realm of computer analysis."
Tigerama? "This year I was a
little disappointed. I am not absolutely certain as to what purpose the production serves for
the student, community and/or
alumni."

Campus Character
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In The Collegiate Fashion

Tips to Determine Quality Point Out
What To Look For In A Good Shirt
By RTJSS CAMPBELL
Tiger Feature Writer
How to pick a good shirt? Do
you know what to look for in a
good shirt bargain? Do you know
good fabric, good construction,
good design?
For those who like to know what
they're getting, the Arrow Shirt
people offer a few tips to determine quality.
Three Basic Fabrics
There are three basic fabric
weaves: broadcloth, madras or

Last year he began editing the
Slipstick, became a member of
Tiger Brotherhood and joined
Tau Beta Pi. Commenting on last
year's Junior Follies he stated,
"For presentation to an open
audience the presentation cast
no favorable light whatsoever on
the college."
This year he was elected to
Blue Key and was associate editor of the Blue Key Directory.
Students Support Students
Who's Who Among Students in
"In the canteen and book store, Charles Barron, senior Chemical Engineering student from SenAmerican Colleges and Universities and Phi Kappa Phi were two support of other students is be- eca, this week's campus character, works at his thesis project in
The biggest Joke run in Slip- other honors which he earned ing placed upon the students the unit operations lab in the Shop Building. Charles tentativethemselves."
Continuing,
he ly plans to enroll at the University of Virginia as a graduate
stick? Editor Charles Barron: and received.
stated, "The book store should be student. (Tiger photo by Jerry Stafford.)
"Publication is essentially a
a non-profit function; while the
No Reason For Ban
group effort, and no individual
About the new ruling dealing canteen is recognized as a lux- les has been one of the student sophomore year, but had no car.
can claim to edit each article."
representatives to the college He now has a car, ownership
with the new TV ban in dormi- ury."
His freshman year, Charles tories, Charles stated, "I don't
An interesting sidelight: Char- parking committee since his
(Continued on Page 4)
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SAME Chapter
Tours Aiken
AEC Pro/ecf

chambray and oxford cloth. Broadcloth is the smooth, close weave
most often used in dressy shirts.
Oxford is the collegiate preference and goes with the buttondown. And madras or chambray
provides pattern in the weave of
the fabric.
To determine whether these
fabrics are good quality, look for
a smooth, lustrous finish—meaning that the threads are mercerized. Also look for the label
"Sanforized"—meaning that the
shirt will never shrink out of
fit.

seam should be double-stitched.
Never accept chain stitching, or
stitching with occasional knots or
imperfections. Look for extra
stitching at strain points such as
under the armholes.
Buttons and buttonholes are a
good tipoff, too. On buttonholes
look for close, firm, non-fraying
stitches with back stitching across
the end of the buttonhole and all
threadends inside.
Arrow shirts have an interlining
along the button side of the front,
and the buttons are sewn to this
to resist a 40-pound pull.

Make sure that there's plenty
of fabric in the shirt, so your tail
When synthetics come into the
will stay put.
picture, there are other things you
should look for. When there's
Colors should be clear and colorcotton blended with the synthetic, fast. Designs should be perfecUjr
The Clemson chapter of the So- look for a firm weave, true color printed.
ciety of American Military En- and as little "synthetic feel" as
Learn the meaning of shrinkage
gineers made a field trip to the possible.
control, wear resistance, color
Savannah River Project at Aiken
fastness, seam strength and other
Inspect Seams For Quality
Feb. 26, according to faculty adinformation likely to appear oa
Inspect the seams for further tags. In a drip-dry shirt, read invisor Lt. H. Schow of the military
quality. There should never be a structions for laundering them and
science dept.
raw edge showing anywhere. Every follow them.
G. O. Robinson and Tom Murray of the Atomic Energy Commission conducted the tour for the
15-man group which lasted from
10 a.m. until 4 p.m.
The tour consisted of a briefing
on the project followed by a 30minute film showing the construction of the major buildings and
reactors.
After lunch, Lt. Col. Bishop,
commanding officer of an Army
75mm anti-aircraft battalion, conducted the group through his
headquarters and through the
75mm gun position.
Later Mr. Murray took the club
through a test atomic reactor.
Each member was given a small
packet in which were folders and
pamphlets describing the work of
the Atomic Energy Commission
and the Savannah River Plant.
The members of the club attending the trip were Burt H. Pearson,
Henry P. Ward, Worth B. Crocker,
Ralph K. Hendricks, John T. Mayfield, Robert E. Heape Jr., Joe C.
Culp, J. E. Hunter, Lanny D.
Rickenbacker, James H. Young,
J. C. Edwards and James Smith.

GRAND OPENING
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
March 12, 13, 14

SUHIJ

WUmn Mb.

'Specialists In Natural Shouldered Clothing'
DOOR FRIZES
1ST PRIZE—COMPLETE OUTFIT
Suit, Shirt, Tie, Belt, Sox, Hat
2ND PRIZE—SPORT COAT
3RD PRIZE—1 PAIR SLACKS
And Others
Come In And Register

Sttstf Witam %tb.
224 N. Main St.

Greenville, S. C.

The whole is equal
to the sum of its parts
(But some of its parts are more equal than others!)

Wf*a$ careers are avati&bteV
OOOR JS OPEN ATALLJED CHEMICAL-

AND THIS MAN CAN GIVE YOU THE FACTS
.Youll want to note tfce date below. Our interviewer will be on your
campus tften, ready to answer your questions about a career in the
chemical industry ,. • and to point out the advantages of pursuing
that career at Allied;
You'll find H worth your while to get the facts about a company that
has twelve research laboratories and development centers, over
one hundred plants* and a nationwide network of sales offices. It's
worth.learning all you can about a company that makes over three
thousand different products—chemicals, plastics, fibers—with new
ones coming afongevery year.
Come prepared to ask our interviewer what you want to know; What
kinds of jobs? Which products? What opportunities for advancement? Which location?

Even Euclid had to admit...

FOR THE CAREER FACTS YOU NEED
SIGN UP NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW!
What H'outd my first assignment be?"
BASIC TO
AMERICA'S
PROGRESS

61 BRO*»WA¥, NEW YORK 6, i*. Y.

DIVISIONS: BARRETT . CENESAL CHEMICAL

.

NATK>KAk ANIltWE

« **!TROOEtf •

PLASTICS AKD COAL CHEMICALS • S6»ET.SOLVAY • SOLVAY PROCESS • H*TER?*ATtOt*AL

ALLIED CHEMICAL CAMPUS INTERVIEWS . .
A future for: Chemists, Chemistry Majors, Engineers (Chemical, Mechanical, Electrical)

MONDAY,
MARCH 16

It's what's up front
that counts
Euclid proved that a straight
line is the shortest distance
between two points. And if
you'll walk a straight line to the
nearest pack of Winstons, you'll
find it the shortest distance to
a really enjoyable smoke. It's
the tobacco up front that makes

the difference and that's where
Winston packs its own exclusive
Filter-Blend—a special selection
of light, mild tobacco, specially
processed for filter smoking.
You'll find Filter-Blend gives
Winston a flavor without parallel. In fact, it's axiomatic that...

WINSTON TASTES GOOD, LIKE A CIGARETTE SHOULD!
R.J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.. WINSTOR-SALEB. H.5.
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Block "C" To Sponsor
Annual Intrasquad Tilt
By JOE DEMPSEY
Tiger Sports Writer
Coach Frank Howard will take to the unfamiliar role
of spectator while his assistants guide the "Orange" and
"White" teams in the annual Block "C" intrasquad game
in Memorial Stadium on Mar. 21 at 2 p.m. The proceeds
will go to the Block "C."
This game is one of the few
methods that the club, which is
composed
of
letter-winning
athletics, has of raising funds.
The club is one of the most active on the campus, and they
provide many services to the students.
The "Orange" team will be made
up of players from the first, fourth
and fifth teams, while the "White"
team will be from the second,
third and sixth teams. Injuries
have made it impossible to tell who
will start the game.
The first unit during most of
spring practice was composed of
Sam Anderson and Bob DeBardelaben and the ends; Lou Cordileone and Jack Smith at tackle;
Larry Wagner and Dave Lynn
have been at the guards; the center has been Paul Snyder.
Running the first unit backfield
has been Harvey White at quarterback, Bill Mathis and Pogo Usry
at the halfbacks and Doug Cline at
fullback.
There will be a three day football clinic staged in conjunction
with the windup of spring foot-

ball practice. The clinic will be
conducted by head coach Frank
Howard and his staff composed
of Bob Jones, Banks McFadden,
Charlie Waller and Bob Smith.
This fourth annual coaching
clinic will begin on Thursday and
will end on Saturday with the intra-squad game. The clinic is
open to all coaches from neighboring states.
Plans have been set to accomodate over 200 coaches this year be-

Clemson Tigerettes suffered a
39-30 defeat to Daniel High in a
Tuesday afternoon contest.
Daniel's smooth teamwork controlled the scoring into the third
quarter. During this period, how
ever, the hard-playing Tigerettes
dominated the court to end the
quarter with a close 28-27 score
in Daniel's favor.
Unfortunately,
the fourth
quarter claimed its victims, including starter Liz Cole, and the
weakened co-eds were downed
in the last four minutes.
Scoring was evenly distributed
for the Tigerettes between Sara
Dukes, Lu Christenbury, and Sybil Evatt with 11, 10 and 9 points
respectively. High scorers for
Daniel were Marie Allen with 13
and Mary Cooper wiUi 11.
The Tigerettes wound up the
season with 2 wins and 5 losses,
which was not bad for their first
season.
On the game, team and season
in general Coach Bill Edel commented: "When we got within
one point of Daniel in the last
four minutes, it looked like we
were on our way to a win. But
Marie Allen's push shots from
outside put the game out of our
reach.

You Are Undoubtedly The Heaviest Thing

cause the clinic has been growing
steadily. In addition to the lectures and demonstrations there
will be movies of the Clemson
games shown.
Another outstanding feature
of the weekend will be the first
annual IFTAY jamboree, bringing to a close the spring membership drive of the club.
The highlight of the jamboree
will be the presentation of two
trophies, one to the most valuable member and another to the
best defensive player on the 1958
football team.

By RICHARD SHICK
Tiger Sports Editor
'Physical Education Curriculum Lacks Demand
Some five years ago a proposal was placed before the
administration to add a Physical and Health Education major to the Clemson curriculum. This curriculum was under consideration when in 1955 Clemson underwent a general administration overhaul. When this extensive change
came the proposal was more or less "pushed back on the
table" in view of more important subjects at the time.

Former Clemson head coach
Jess Neely, who is now head
coach at Rice Institute, will be
the guest speaker for the event.

Intramural Champions
To Be Crowned Mar. 17

The Tiger football has only two more weeks of
spring training to go in preparation for the annual Block "C" benefit game Mar. 21. This
game will end the practice sessions and will be
played in conjunction with the IPTAY Jambo-

The Clemson intramural basket- ter paced C-7 with 9 points.
ball tournament got under way
In the second game, E-D 4
last Tuesday night with the cham- coasted to a 64-46 victory over
pions of the eight leagues paired Chester County. E-D 4 repreagainst each other.
sents league six and Chester reIn the opening game, the Black presents league three. Tyrone
Knights of league four defeated Cline with 13 points and David
C-7 of league one by a score of Sprouse with 11 led E-D 4 in
40-29. Don Heilig sparked the vic- scoring. Amos Nanney led the
tors with 15 points while Bill Fos- losers with 22 points.

Tigerefles Complete Season With Loss
To Daniel High School In Exciting Game
"Of our five losses, four were to
outstanding textile teams that are
now contending for the Southern
Textile Championship in Greenville.
"I have been pleased by the
Student body's support of the
team. The attendance at home
games has been very encouraging.
"It is also gratifying that the
interest shown by the girls during
the basketball season seems likely
to carry over into other athletic
activities during the Spring."

Lean Years Hit
Tigers During
Final War Years

The Bandits of league seven led
by high scoring Henry Asbill with
22 buckets downed the Kings by a
score of 62-52. Bill Mathis tallied
22 points for the Kings.
In the final game of the first
round, the Impalas slipped by the
Ramblers 36-31. Gary Barnes and
Walter Entrekin with 15 and 16
points respectively paced the Impalas. Homer Rudisail led the
Ramblers in scoring with 9 points.
The Black Knights were matched against the Impalas and the
Bandits against E-D 4 but publication date made it impossible for a
score to be obtained.

By MIKE COSTAS
Tiger Sports Writer
"Clemson, like a lot of other
colleges, is going through some
pretty lean times in sports these
days, but those golden years of
1938-39-40 are coming back for
the Tigers. Take Bob Jones' word
for it."
This was the beginning of an
article in THE STARS AND
STRIPES almost fifteen years ago,
while the country was fighting
"the war to end all wars." It
mentioned some of the names of
Clemson greats who had given their
life for their country.

Next Tuesday night at 7:45
the winners of these two games
will be pitted against each other
for the intramural championship.

One of the men it mentioned
was Coach "Banks" McFadden,
who was then serving in Italy,
and he had been a Clemson AllAmerican only five years before.

Everyone Enjoys A Track Meet

That year the basketball team
was having its trouble having
finished the season in sixth place
in the Southern Conference. In
competition for the conference
title, the Tigers drew top place
South Carolina and lost the first
game, 55-24.
But these fellows had plenty of
reason for losing, because there
was only one man on the team
who had ever played any college
ball, and the rest of the team was
freshmen.
It seems that the Tigers were
having their trouble with Furman back then, too. In an article it states "that Furman may
put out a baseball team. If so,
we expect to renew the old football rivalry on the diamond, and
make up for lost time due to
Furman's lack of a grid team the
past year."

Harriers Place
Fifth At Meet
In Chattanooga
Several members o fthe Clemson track team did very well for
themselves and Clemson at a recent indoor track meet held in
Chattanooga.
Wilbur Simmons,
Bobby Irvin, Walt Tyler and John
Dunkelberg carried the purple and
orange in this meet.
Bobby placed 4th in the 60
yd. dash with a time of 6.3 seconds, which is considered to be
very good. Walt came in 4th in
the two mile. John was 1st and
3rd in the 440 and 880 respectively.
The combined efforts of the
team placed them 5th in a field of
sixteen teams, including Alabama,
Mississippi State, Vanderbilt and
Kentucky, which are among the
top teams of the South.

CLEMSON THEATRE
COLLEGE AVENUE
Phona 2011
Fri. & Sat. — Mar. 13-14
BRIGITTE BARDOT

"That Naughty
Girl" '
In Color
Special Late Show
Fri. Night—March 13
One Show Only—10:30 PJW.
VICTOR MATURE
LI LI HIJA
In
//
II

Coed Barbara Dillard, a junior from Anderson, turns out early
for track season only to prove that track is not a dull sport. The
Tig Harriers open their season Mar. 25 here against the Wake
Forest Deacons. (Tiger sports photo by Gene Cantrell).

The Tiger baseball team was outstanding during the spring of 1945,
because of the fact that forty unexperienced men turned out to
play and they won most of thengames. The Bengals took their
first two games from Wofford and
then they split two games with
Newberry.
The team that gave the diamondmen the most trouble was the Blue
Hose of P. C. when they lost three
(Continued on Page 5)

"Separate
Tables"
—Starring—
DEBORAH KERR
BLRT LANCASTER
RITA HAYWORTH
DAVID NIVEN
Wed. & Thurs. — Mar. 18-19
PAUL NEWMAN
JOANNE WOODWARD

"Rally^Round
The Flag Boys"
IN COLOR

ree, coaches clinic and high school visitation day
to be held that same weekend. In the above
photo the Tigs are practicing a little tackling
(??) or is it called "free riding." (Tiger sports
photo by Jerry Stafford).

Tar Heels Crush
Tigers In Opener
Of ACC Tournament
North Carolina's Tar Heels issued a crushing blow to
Clemson in the first round of the Atlantic Coast Conference Tournament to win by a margin of 24 points. The
Tars failed to recognize the Tig defense as they showed
why they were the nation's number five team in the 93-69
rout.
Carolina got the jump in the
first four minutes as they soared
to a 10-1 lead and were never
threatened afterwards.
For a
while Clemson played with the
Tars, but after ten minutes the
Tars began to widen the lead again
and with five minutes left held a
36-16 advantage.
A new team entered the Carolina lineup enabling the Tigs to
close the margin to some 14
points at halftime. The remainder of the game made little difference whether Clemson could
play the hot Tar Heels even. At
one time the Tigs did narrow
the lead to 12 points and had a
chance to move even closer by
missed a layup attempt.

the Tigs 42. This gave the Tars
many more attempts in field
goals, 36-26.
North Carolina hit 48 per cent
of their 75 field goals, which is
good in any league. As an average Clemson wasn't far behind
with 40 per cent on 65 shots, but
a team can't score when they
haven't got the ball.
"We would get only one shot
and they'd grab the rebound,"
moaned Coach Press Maravich.
"Their rebounding killed us more
than anything else. They shot
well from the outside too."
North Carolina scored another
victory over Duke and went into
the finals to meet a determined
State five. State capitalized on
the Tars "not so hot night" to win
the conference title 80-56. However, UNC will represent the ACC
in the NCAA playoffs this week
due to N. C. State's probationary
period.

UNC closed out just as strong
as they started, scoring six points
in the final minute. The game
was the Tar Heels best of the
tournament as their poor showing
in the finals gave N. C. State the
title.
Big Lee Shaffer led the way for
(Continued from Page 3)
UNC tallying 21 points and 21 rebounds. Ed and George Krajack duration to present? Five weeks!
led the Tigers in scoring with 16
Honor System Favored
points each.
On a note of improving the
The difference in the game college he added this: "Installacame under the boards where tion of a WORKABLE and EFCarolina grabbed 52 rebounds FECTIVE honor system on this
campus would go a long way
toward improving academic at. mosphere."

"The attention of the administration was focused
on other more pertinent economics," stated Dean of
the College F. M. Kinard. "After the reorganization,
which saw the School of Education and the military
system disappear from the Tiger campus, the limited
resources of the college would not permit the reopening of the proposal."
According to Dean Kinard these limited resources
made it almost impossible to add a new curriculum that
was without any special demand from students interested
in enrolling in the program. With our present resources
we have to strengthen our strong points instead of thinning out our present curriculum. It is impossible to add
small things due to the lack of funds.
This program was not a "cripe" as many people may
think it is, but a solid curriculum that was designed to
teach those interested in teaching physical education in
public schools. The physical part of it was backed up by
many more basic science and education courses.
In order for anyone to teach physical education in
a public school it is necessary for them to understand
the human body and how best to improve it through
the proper training. The first part of these basic
sciences were already taught at Clemson, but it would
be necessary to add several courses in hygiene. It
would teach the students the fundamentals of medicine, also.
Dean Kinard also pointed out that this was not the
same program that would include general physical education for the entire student body, but was completely independent. A general physical education program is now
in the process of being extended under the direction of
the Dean of Student Affairs Office.
"The main drawback of starting such a curriculum
here at Clemson has been the lack of demand by students.
Demand created a curriculum in Industrial Management
and Forestry, since there were enough students interested
in taking the course. It is quite possible that the proposal
would be revived if enough students expressed an interest in taking the program, but let me further impress upon everyone that it is no easy course," remarked Dean
Kinard.

RESPONSIBLE

GEN. PARKS

(Continued from Page 1)
Carolina
although he moved
through many areas while in the
service. He served at one time as
president of the South Carolina
Society of Washington.
He also served as head of the
administrative
arrangements
for the Potsdam Conference in
1945 and received a citation from
President Truman for his work.

Dealing with the current ques
tion of fraternal organizations,
he replied. "The people whom I
have talked with, who have previously been exposed to that atmosphere, are encouraging, con'
cerning the establishment bene
fits to this campus."

Clemson Track Schedule
DATE
OPPONENT
March 25—Wake Forest
27-28—Florida Relays
April 4—North Carolina
8—Furman
11—N. C. State
17-18—Furman Relays .
25—South Carolina
May

SITE
Clemson
Gainesville, Fla.
Chapel Hill, N. C.
Clemson
Clemson
Greenville
Columbia
Columbia
Columbia

1-2—State Meet
8-9—ACC Meet

"It is important to note that
presently we aren't getting anywhere. Progress might come from
the establishment of fraternal
life on the Clemson campus."

Do You Think for Yourself? (TSS.'SS'SSS*)
TEST
OUTi

on

1. Does it bother you to admit that yoa-v.
haven't read a very popular book?

5. Do you often fall short of cash several
days before your pay or allowance is
scheduled to come through?

2. Do you think there are degrees of
cheating in a game or examination?

3. Are there certain foods you feel
sure you'd dislike without having1
ever tried them?

*«•□ NOD
»□■»□

4. Would you be seriously concerned to - yes
read in your horoscope that catastrophe
would befall you tomorrow?

China Doll

Mon. & Tues. — Mar. 16-17
Nominated For
7 Academy Awards!
Including Best Actor . . Best
Actress . . . Best Picture!

Friday, March 13, 1951

v__

I
|

j „_ I
|
|

|
|

6. When you're driving, do you like
to be first getting away from a
stop light about to change?

VES

D-d

7. Would you be reluctant to learn a
new sport in the presence of friends
who were experts?

YES

□ HH

8. Have you found it to be personally
true that "a man's best friend
is his dog"?

YEsf""] NO|

Do you believe your choice YES
of a filter cigarette
should be based on hearsay?

□

NO

If you're the kind of person who thinks for
yourself, then choosing a cigarette will be
based on a careful study of the facts—not
on quick decisions.
Men and women who think for themselves usually smoke VICEROY. Their good
judgment tells them there's only one cigarette with a thinking man's filter and a
smoking man's taste. And that cigarette is
VICEROY.
*// you've answered "NO" to eight out of
the nine questions above, you really think
C1&39.
4 WUlUcuoo Tobacco Con*.
for yourself I
BTOWD

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows -

HIP, HIP, HURRAY
for the
GREYHOUND'way
to save money!
Got the good word about
Greyhound Scenicruiser
Service*? It's the latest,
the greatest way to go...
with air-conditioning, picture windows, air-suspension ride and complete
restroom! You'll have a
ball headier home on a
Greyhound —it's often
faster than other public
transportation, and always
less expensive!

COMPARE THESE LOW,
LOW FARES:
$4.75*
Sumter
$3.45*
Columbia
Myrtle Beach
$7.50*
$2.40*
Greenwood
*plus tax

BAGGAGE PROBLEMS? YOB can take more with you on a
Greyhound. Or, send your belongings by Greyhound Package
Express. They arrive in hours and cost you less!
Familiar
pack or
crushproof
box.

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
'FILTER...A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE1

rrs SUCH A COMFORT
TO TAKE THE BUS...AND
LEAVE THE DRIVING TO US!

CLEMSON BUS STATION
Clemson, S. C. — Phone 5220
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'm Going To "Chaw" Down On That Ball Too

1959 Varsity Baseball Schedule
DATE
OPPONENT
March 25—Connecticut
26—Massachusetts
27—Virginia
28—Maryland
30—Georgia
31—Adelphi of New York
April 1—Wake Forest
3—South Carolina
4—Furman
6—North Carolina
7—North Carolina State
13—Virginia
14—Maryland
_■
18—Duke
24—North Carolina
25—Wake Forest
28—Georgia
May 1—Duke
2—North Carolina
4—Georgia State Teachers
5—Georgia State Teachers
8—South Carolina
12—Furman

SITE
— Clemson
— Clemson
— Clemson
— Clemson
Athens, Ga.
Clemson
Clemson
Clemson
_ Greenville
Clemson
Clemson
. Charlottesville
College Park
Clemson
.
Chapel Hill
Winston Salem
Clemson
Durham
Raleigh
Clemson
Clemson
Columbia
Clemson

Senior Walt Tyler will be running his third and final season on
Clemson's varsity track team this
year in hopes of leading the cindermen to a successful season. In
previous years Walt has been a
key man in the Tig lineup running
both the mile and two mile events.
Last year Walt shared his best
season while at Clemson as he
captured second place in the
conference in the two mile
event, second only to North
Carolina's Dave Scurlock.
Tyler became interested in track
while in high school. "I wanted
to be a part of school sports" and
was tired of "sitting on the bench
in football and basketball," claimed Walt. The choice turned out
to be good as Walt not only excelled in the sport but also picked
one which would play an important part in his life in the forthcoming years.
He started running track in his
sophomore year at Eau Claire High
School in Columbia. Incidentally,
it was the first season track had
been introduced in the school and

LEAN YEARS
(Continued from Page 4)
games to them. The Tigers defeated the Birds of Carolina in their
first game.
The cadet corps took time out
from their studies and sports to
pay their respects to the late
President Roosevelt as the train
that carried his body passed the
railway station on its way to
Washington from Warm Springs,
Georgia.
The Tiger's track team was
coached by Coach "Rock" Norman,' who was with the Bengals
until two years ago. Not too many
fellows turned out for the 1945
track team, and Clemson was unable to make a fair showing.
These were the war years for the
nation, and the Tigers could not
pay as much attention to sports in
those days, but as they do now the
Tigers played the very best that
could be expected of them in anything that they undertook.

Walt played a large part in the
success of the sport.
Tyler came to Clemson in 1955
and got off to a good start on the
Tig freshman squad. The following years not only saw him
exercising his talents in the
summer season but also on the
cross-country team. Being one
of the top distance runners on
the team Walt rivaled team
member Dale Tinsley for the
first position match after matcn.
The past season say Tyler consistently lead the Tig cindermen
in long events.
As the present
Track season approaches Walt will
be counted upon as the teams top
distance man.
According to Tyler, track offers
the individual a greater chance in
a particular sport. "In a way track
is not exactly a team sport. A boy
can accomplish whatever he sets
his mind too without being halted
by the team result."
As for the present season's outlook, Walt claims, "South Carolina will be the team to beat in the
state and Maryland, Duke, and
TJNC pose to be tops in the conference.
We lost a couple of good men
last year but should be about the
same strength this season. The
boy's are working hard but there
are several students that haven't
come out who could help us a lot
this season."

ARTICLES
(Continued from Page 1)
hopes they prove to some value.
Have Own Theory
The boys have their own theory
about the robbery. They think the
theif was mainly after the ROTC
trousers to start with, possibly to
replace his own, and when he saw
the other lucrative "pickings" in
the room just couldn't resist. They
think he or they, as the case may
be, put the items in the suitcase
and wrapped the blanket around
them to keep them from rattling.
They base their thinking on
the facts that no other clothing
was taken, no other luggage was
taken, and the fact that all of the
items taken would fit nicely into
the piece of luggage taken.

Track Team Opens Season Here
March 25 With Wake Forest Deacs
By KEN SKEWS
Tiger Sports Writer
The Clemson track team will begin their regularly scheduled track season Mar.
25 here at Clemson with Wake Forest.
Placing fifth in the ACC last year, Clemson will look forward to a more successful season. The Tiger should be well up in the Conference standings this season because they have a lot of veteran track men back.
The Tigers who have appeared
in two indoor trackmeets have
looked good. Dunkleburg placed
second in the mile run at Montgomery and also took first place
in the 440 and third in the 880
at the Chattanoogo meet. Bob
Irvin took a third place in the
60 yard dash with the fast time
of 6.30 seconds.

Coming back this year will be
Don Carver, a junior who will be
participating in the high jump
and the pole vault. Carver jumped consistently last year for six
feet. The Tiger track men will
Clemson's
ACC
champs
will
defend
their
title
Sophomore Dick Suggs gets ready to swing at
rely on Don very much this seathis
year
with
the
opening
of
the
season
on
Mar.
a pitch just as hard as he is chewing his tobacco.
Catcher Butch Coker is ready for a ball that 25 against the University of Connecticut. (Tig- son.
Throwing the javalin will be
just did not quite make it to his catcher's mitt. er sports photo by Jerry Stafford.)
Paul Snyder who now holds the
school record for distance thrown.
This will be Snyder's last year of
eligibility.
In the Conference
meet last year Paul took second
Some of the strongest foes the
The Clemson baseball team is ly came through in the playoffs
place in the javalin toss.
Tigers have ever faced will be met
looking foreward to another fine last year.
Wilber Simmons will be running
on the diamond this season. They
season as compared to last year's
Last year's team had its share will'take on such powers as Geor- the high and low hurdles again
nine which won the ACC title,
NCAA District Three Champion- of stars like Harold Stowe, who gia, Citadel and the University of this year. Simmons will also participate in the broad jump. Last
ship and finished third in the practically rewrote the ACC re- Massachusetts.
College world series in Omaha, cord book with his pitching, Bud
The season opens Mar. 23 against season Wilber was the high scorer
Spiers and Bailey Hendley, the
Nebraska.
The Citadel in Charleston, with the of the team so the track men will
clutch hitters. But it was the
be relying on him also.
Coach Bill Wilhem has predicted overall team hustle that seemed first home game scheduled for
Mar.
26
against
Massachusetts.
that the tiger nine will win 15 of to pull the Tigers through when
Bob Irvin will be competing in
Work on the new field will be fin- the 100 and the 200 yard dash as
20 of the 23 games on schedule, the chips were down.
ished
and
should
be
one
of
the
and even more if they can find a
well as the mile relay. Irvin is
To repeat as the ACC champs finest diamonds in the South.
good shortstop.
a fast man and should come
through this season for the Tigwill not be an easy task for the
Zack Burnette, regular second
ers.
Tigers since North Carolina, the
base-man of the Tiger team may
team the Tigers beat in a playbe moved over to plug the gap
The Clemson track team Is
off for the title, will have most
at shortstop created by the
handicapped by the fact that they
of its starting nine back for the
graduation of Bud Spiers. The
do riot have a full time coach as
59 season. Both finished with
new Second-sacker will probably
do all of the other conference
11-2 conference records last year.
be Bobby Norris, a boy who realteams. Banks McFadden is now
the current track coach, but he
is busy with the football team and
Lt. John H. Turner Jr., son of will not be able to devote his full
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Turner, Rt, amount of time to the track team
No. 3, Box 55, Marion, was award- until a couple of days before their
SITE
DATE
OPPONENT
ed his silver navigator wings of first meet with Wake Forest.
the United States Air Force in re
_ Clemson cent
April 4—Furman Freshmen
Another factor is the poor track
graduation ceremonies at
_ Clemson Harlingen Air Force Base, Texas with which Clemson has to have
8—Georgia Freshmen
it's meets on. The University of
Lt. Turner attended Clemson South Carolina and Wake Forest
.. Clemson College
10—North Charleston High ....
where he received his B.S. both have brand new fields and all
. Clemson degree in Electrical Engineering. of the other conference schools
11—North Charleston High .
While working for his college have better than average fields.
Tigerville degree,
14—North Greenville Junior
he took AFROTC courses
Clemson will be sporting some
_ Clemson in Air Science and Tactics, Drills 12-15 trackmen this season. This
17—Furman Freshmen
and Ceremonies and Military CusSpartanburg toms and Courtesies. He received shows the lack of interest on be18—Spartanburg Junior
his commission as a second lieu- half of the student body toward
Clemson tenant in the U. S. Air Force af- participation. To show this in
22—Furman Freshmen
comparison; Furman has some
Columbia ter graduation.
24—South Carolina Freshmen .
45 boys out for track.
He has been assigned to an
Columbia operational unit at Patrick AFB, The Freshman have about 15
25—South Carolina Freshmen
Fla.
(Continued on Page 8)

Walt Tyler Plays Key Post
In Track Season's Hopes Baseball
By BOB BURNS
Tiger Assistant Sports Editor

Page 5

LI. John H. Turner
Receives His Silver
s Winos

1—South Carolina Freshmen

_ Clemson

2—South Carolina Freshmen

_ Clemson

8—Georgia Freshmen

_ Athens
Clemson

9—North Greenville Junior

Greenville

12—Furman Freshmen

Clemson

16—Spartanburg Junior

BE SOCIABLE---DRINK

21—Presbyterian

_ Clemson

23-24—Virginia Tech-Citadel
April

— Clemson

2—Furman

_ Clemson

3—Kalamazoo

_ Clemson

10—Virginia

Charlottesville, Va.

11—Maryland

. College Park, Md.

13—North Carolina

Chapel Hill

14—N. C. State _

Raleigh

16—Wofford

Clemson

17—Georgia State College

Clemson

18—College of Charleston

Clemson

22-23-24—South Carolina Championships _ Clinton
27—Rollins
Clemson
30—South Carolina
Clemson
May

1—Duke

Clemson (Tentative)

7-8-9—ACC Meet

Raleigh

1959 Tig Golf Schedule
DATE
OPPONENT
March 25—Wofford

SITE
Clemson

April 3—Furman _

Greenville

6—Georgia _

Athens
Charlottesville, Va.

13—Virginia and Maryland
14—N. C. State

Raleigh, N. C.

23—South Carolina

Clemson

29—Wake Forest

Clemson

30—Furman

Clemson

May 5—Wofford

Spartanburg
Chapel Hill, N. C.

8-9—ACC Tournament.
BOWLING AT ITS BEST!
VISIT THE

10 LANES

STAR-LITE BOWL
Completely Automatic
Ph. CAnal 6-4200 — 2811 N. Main St. — Anderson, S. C.

THlNKUSH

-TIGER TAVERNLocated in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

Open 9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.

„ .UITH
H06 WITH

jsh:
English:

Thlnkllsh translation: These guys
know stories so tall they tell 'em with
skywriting! Their imaginations are so
wild they keep them in cages! The one
thing they don't lie about—as you
might have guessed—is the honest taste
of a Lucky Strike. (Fine tobacco is fine
with them!) In Thinklish, this bunch
is a braggregationl And that's no lie.

TWO
TWU

WIVES

Thinklish: P1GAMIST
CHRISTINE JENSEN. MONTANA STATE

En9 sh:

"

u,

WUDOY HIGHWAY

MAKE ^25

Terry Bottling Company
Greenwood

Boscobel
Country Club

Greenville

1—Harvard

English: LIARS' CLUB

Anderson

SITE
— Clemson

Frosh Baseball Schedule

May

OPPONENT

March 20—Wake Forest

Outlook Good

A Delightful Coffee Shop With
Fountain Service

• Fountain Service
» Sandwiches
• Newsstand

1959 Clemson Tennis Schedule
DATE

Start talking our language—we've got hundreds of checks just itching to go! We're
paving $25 each for the Thinklish words
judged best! Thinklish is easy: it's new words
from two words—like those on this page. Send
yours to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon,
N. Y. Enclose your name, address, college
and class.

n****, cHmNPm
'"'«•*'«. «„H,iW*

Get the genuine article

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE

CIGARETTES

B

EACHER

"BHsh:MART,N,

cH»CKENFEEO

REC/Pe

English^ STUDY

"DAILY GREEN FEES"
VtfE INVENTOR

Special Weekday Rates To Students
"Home Of The Clemson Golf Team"
Wilton M. Evans
Director

Slew '■
; Tree?

Mnklish: REDAGOGUE

W. H. "Bill" Palmer
Manager

relish: GfNFORMATf ON
"ORMAI.' fo'siNj

RONALD GODDARD. KAN SAS CITY JR. COLL.

©A. T. C,

Thinklish; PECKONOM.CS
JEFf

nSCHM. ">«"•*

U

"• »**" STATE u

Product of <jfjte J%mtxie<m i/awueeo-Conyxaw — Juwieeo- is our middle namt

-
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Tension Over Russia-Berlin Crisis Still Exists
By RUSS CAMPBELL
Tiger Feature Writer
The tension over the RussianBerlin timebomb still exists as it
threatens not only the West's
position in Berlin but the West's
alliance in Europe.
To Leave East Berlin
Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev has warned that by May
27 Soviet troops will leave Communist-run East Berlin, ending
by one-sided action the 14-yearold four power occupation of the
City.
The Allies are not ready to
accept this movement.
Why?

Grant To Result In
Extended Program
On Food Research
A health research facilities grant
Of $9,446 from the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare
will result in and extended food
research program at Clemson College.
According to Dr. J. H. Mitchell,
Jr., head of Clemson's department of food technology and human nutrition, the grant will be
used to equip existing laboratories
for basic research in food quality,
food microbiology, nutrition, food
preservation and factors affecting
the safety of foods.
College Matches Money
According to Dr. Mitchell the
money, which will be matched by
the college is ticketed for development of an entire research facility,
rather than any one specific project. All laboratories for the work
are located in the Plant and Animal Science Building of the R. F.
Poole Agricultural Center.
The Public Health Service
grant, part of an annual $30million program authorized by
Congress for construction of
facilities for health-related science, is one of 45, totaling S4,861,944, awarded 40 institutions
in 26 states.
Completing its third year, the
federal medical research program
has provided $90-million through
496 grants to 247 sources.
Clemson research will be concentrated in biochemistry, microbiology, and nutrition. The instruments purchased by the new funds
will be largely for laboratories
housing work in these areas.
Study Food Retention
More specific, Clemson researchists will inaugurate study in nutrient retention in foods during
storage and the effect of new processing methods on preservation,
and accelerate continuing basic research in nutrition.
The awarding of the grant follows closely the assigning of a staff
nutritionist here to explore mechanism of action in growth factors and evaluate new nutritional
factors in food.
One of the impending questions to be asked by national
health officials will be the effect of radiation, by gamma rays,
on nutrition as a revolutionary
method of food preservation.
The grant means "a well-rounded program" at Clemson through
which to seek these answers.

Jones Is Elected
New President Of
Sigma Rho Beta
Sigma Rho Beta, radio broadcasting service. fraternity, has
elected Rudy Jones, Physics junior from Mullins, as president.
Other officers elected in the recent elections were Marty Sanders,
Greer, vice-president; Julian McDonald, Sumter, secretary and
Max Holland, Gastonia, N. C,
treasurer.
Prof. H. C. Cooledge of the School
of Architecture has been appointed faculty advisor of the organization according to president
Jones.
Jones also announced the election of six new pledges. They are:
Van Fair, Gastonia, N. C; Lee
Floyd, Columbia; Frank Sutherland, Abbeville; Mac McCord,
Hodges; Johnny Wells, Darlington and Charlie Jamieson, Union.

DR. EDWARDS
(Continued from Page 1)
Teaching Fellow and Cotton Research Fellow in the department
of chemistry at the University of
Texas, and post-doctoral research
assistant, department of chemistry, University of Illinois.
The new Clemson professor was
formerly with the Fercleve Corporation at Oak Ridge, Tenn., and
the Naval Research Laboratory in
Washington, D. C.

HGDM -o+ia Hsay MOUQ
of SIOH way. ipti/vig

When we remove the diplomatic phraselogy and propaganda
devices we can better see what
Russia and the West want in
the Berlin crisis.
Russia wants a peace treaty
with Germany; if not a reunified Germany, then East Germany alone. The Soviet wants
recognition that East Germany
exists as an independent state
by the West. They desire a reunification of Germany by the
Germans through a confederation of the two regimes.
Then Russia wants a complete
evacuation of all United States,

British and French troops from
West Berlin and a helping hand
from the United Nations—and a
guarantee by the Big Four of a
"free" West Berlin's independence.
Soviets Wants Conference
The Soviets also want a conference on the summit level with
the Big Four including Poland
and Czechoslovakia to review all
European differences. When the
subject of a peace treaty for
Germany or statehood for West
Berlin arose, then the two Germanies would get into the act.
Finally the Russians want a
28-nation conference to accept

Here And There B

or reject whatever German
peace treaty is decided upon at
the summit conference.

Why does the West object to
these demands?
The West objects on four
points of the Russian proposal
on East Germany and Berlin.
Primarily, any German confederation would lengthen the
war threat by lengthening the division of Germany.
Result Could Mean War
The East Germans would be
encouraged to block the West's
access to Berlin if the Soviets

turn West Berlin over to the
East German Communists on
May 27. The result could easily
mean war.
The West cannot withdraw.
This would leave a helpless city
buffetted on four sides by Communism.
The West objects to the Soviets setting a deadline of May
27. This is the form of an ultimatum and the West refuses to
negotiate with this demand
hovering over their heads.
Russia Agrees To Meet
In developments on the East
and West disagreements so far,

Dorati, Musician Get Together

Hamp's Festivities Turns Dance |
Into Gay Occasion During Weekend
By BARBARA ABLE
Tiger Feature Writer
Lionel Hampton and all the festivities that his appearance brought here certainly made Clemson's past
dance weekend a gay occasion.
Both at the Friday and Saturday night dances "Hamp"
exhausted all efforts to entertain the Clemsonites and
their dates; their every whim was gladly taken to task
by this tireless musician.
Turn Dance Into Concert
The dancers were so delighted with his capers that
they turned both dances into concerts during the intermissions when everyone gathered chairs to sit around the
bandstand.
Saturday afternoon the scheduled jam session
was held in the gym, with everyone dressing informally and sitting anywhere an available square foot
could be found, to the hottest music this school has
heard in quite a while.
"Hamp" was, so to speak, "a one-man, three-ring jazz
circus." These antics consisted of prancing, juggling,
dancing, playing the xylophone, playing the drums with
both his drumsticks and feet, and strutting across the stage
in a Tiger football helmet to the tune of "Tiger Rag."
By the last 30 minutes of the concert the people could
not maintain their seats, as enthusiastic Hampton had the
crowd on their feet applauding and sounding his praises
to the raftters.
Hold Drop-Ins
The C.D.A., Taps, The Tiger, and Mu Beta Psi had
their regular dance weekend drop-ins, which were well
frequented. At The Tiger lounge were found groups of
relaxed couples lazily listening to the hi-fi. Contrarily,
the C.D.A.'s big and little rooms were jammed with a capacity crowd of socializers.
Friday and Saturday nights after the dances, C.D.A.
and Taps members wandered to Anderson for a private
party. The lively, loud music, though far from cultured,
was provided by a drummer, guitarman and singer from
the dining hall.
The group was still going strong Saturday night,
showing no signs of fatigue from the long, eventful
weekend.
The Clemson gentlemen did very well for themselves
in choosing their dates last weekend; the girls with their
lovely dresses certainly aided in decorating the campus.
Cecelia Colvert, former Miss South Carolina, and Judy
Austin, Miss Southern 500, were among some of the beauties represented at Clemson's weekend activities.
Girls visiting here for the dances were from F. S. U.,
Georgia, Anderson College, Agnes Scott, Furman, Converse, Winthrop, Columbia College, U.S.C., Coker, Limestone, Brenau, Lander and other schools.

Peter Rickett (left) and Antal Dorati (right) get together after
Monday's Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra concert to discuss
days in Dallas when Mr. Kickett, now conductor of the Greenville Symphony, was a musician under Mr. Dorati. Mr. Dorati
is now conductor of the orchestra whose concert Feature Writer
Fred Hoover reviews below. (Tiger photo by Jerry Stafford).

Disc-O-Parion

Symphony Concert Is
Well Received Here
By FRED HOOVER
Tiger Feature Writer
It was gratifying to note the enthusiastic response
given the
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra
Monday night. A large portion of
this can no doubt be attributed to
the excellent program chosen by
Mr. Dorati. It was certainly suited to tastes of all degrees of experience.
The first, as you may remember, was Richard Strauss' tone
poem, "Don Juan," Opus 20.
We are not particularly familiar
with this piece but it was certainly well presented and musically satisfying.

Beethoven's 5th Impressive
The intermission was highlighted
for us by a statement to us from
Mr. Dorati as we stood near the
water fountain waiting for a drink.
He said, "Would you excuse me?
I'm in a hurry." "Certainly," we
said, and did.
After the intermission the
orchestra and Mr. Dorati presented the time honored Symphony No. 5 in C minor, by Beethoven. This symphony has been
played so often and so well by so
many good orchestras that we
were not particularly impressed
when we saw it on this program.

From the program notes, "This
picture of Don Juan . . . from the
opening bars with their strength
and singleness of purpose . . . we
accompany through periods of elation and despair, hope and final
submission in music of sweeping
breadth." From our notes, "Very
We were impressed, however, by
nicely done."
Mr. Dorati's reading. Perhaps the
work itself is of such stength and
Debussy Work Presented
beauty that no reading of the score
The' second selection was Claude could detract from its impact, but
Debussy's "La Mer." Debussy is we think that this one was nothing
one of our favorite composers and short of excellent.
this selection is high on our list
The violin crescendo leading to
of reasons why. Mr. Dorati treat- the finale and the finals itself
ed it with the delicacy and subtlety were and are the most expressive
it deserves.
and positive impressions we received throughout the entire evening.

Donald F. Hallman
First Recipient Of
Gelgy Scholarship

Donald F. Hallman, junior in
chemical engineering from Ward,
Houseparties, which for some highlighted the week- is the first recipient of the new
Geigy Chemical Corporation
end, were held from Broadway Lake in Anderson to as scholarship for 1959 at Clemson.
far North as Highlands and Tryon. Glenn Wilfong also Donald, a high honors student
had a group gathering at his house until the wee hours of for three semesters, has a 3.59
grade point ratio. He previously
the morning, but not in the form of a houseparty.
received the Paget award for
scholastic accomplishments as a
The students were very glad to see such a large
sophomore and the Chemical
turnout of their faculty for the dances. Dr. Burtner,
Rubber Company Achievement
Award as a freshman.
Dr. Trevillian, Mr. Willis, Dean and Mrs. Cox, Dr.
He is a member of the American
Moorman, Dr. and Mrs. McGarity, Dr. J. C. Greene
Institute of Chemical Engineers
and Dr. Bair were some of the educators seen to be
and Phi Eta Sigma, national
particularly enjoying "Hamps" entertainment.
freshman honor fraternity.
The Geigy scholarship, initiated
Last weekend seems to have been a total success in through the efforts of a Clemson
excitement, activities and entertainment for all partici- alumnus, S. J. Martin, was announced by C. W. Mahnken, vicepating students, faculty and visitors.
president of the Dyestuffs Division
in Yonkers, N. Y.
Based on need, ability and evidence of character, the scholarship selection is restricted to students in chemical engineering,
textile engineering and textile
Gaston Gage, Dean of the School tion with the school's policy of chemistry.
of Textiles, will attend the annual keeping up with latest advances in
the field and to acquaint industries
meeting of American Cotton
with the programs at Clemson.
Manufacturers Institute.
Dean
Mr. Gage, W. T. Rainey, head
Gage will leave Tuesday for Palm of textile research, J. S. Graham,
Beach, Florida, site of the meeting. Assistant Professor of Textiles and
The American Cotton Manufac- A. E. McKenna, head of weaving
turers Institute is the central trade and design department, visited the
association of the textile industry, Dupont Orion Plant Friday, Mar.
according to Dean Gage. The pur- 6.
pose of the meeting is to discuss
T. A. Campbell, professor of
problems of the industry.
textiles, and J. L. Thompson, asDean Gage also announced that sociate professor of textiles, visittwo groups from the School of Tex- ed Ashworth Brothers Card Clothtiles had recently visited several ing and the Texize plants in GreenSouth Carolina firms in conjunc- ville Tuesday, Mar. 3.

Houseparties Held

Personally, we thought the First
and Third sketches were superior
to the Second, but this is probably
due to the emotional impact contained in these selections, rather
than in any deterioration of the
presentation.

We left feeling considerably
edified and well satisfied except
for two small voices in our ear.
One was babbling something
about musical history having
been made that night; no one,
(Continued on Page 8)
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Amoco
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Position Is Reason
West Berlin's strategic position indicates the reason for this.
West Berlin is located 110
miles deep in Communist East
Germany and is in the heart of
the biggest concentration of
Soviet forces in Europe, approximately 400,000 ground troops
plus tactical air units.
Berlin is linked to West Germany by a one track rail line
and but a single highway, both
under Russian control.

West Must Stand
But basically everything remains the same as the West must
stand for its rights in Berlin and
will not abandon the idea of a
reunified Germany.
How far either side will be prepared to go on a compromise is
difficult to foresee. We can only
hope a miscalculation or misunderstandment does not occur
on either side and strike a blaze
equalled only by Hell's fire.

Phi Eta Sigma Announces Eligible Students
Jim Youngblood, president of tinger Jr., Architecture major major from Clemson; Benjamin
Phi Eta Sigma, freshman honor from Columbia; Joe H. Hughes, F. Whaley Jr., Electrical Engifraternity, has announced that 26 Animal Husbandry major from neering major from Columbia;'
freshman and 3 transfer students Duncan; Robert B. Liverman, James H. Willcox, Chemical Enare eligible for membership. These Architecture major from Lexing- gineering major from Darlington;
students must have a grade point ton; Claude B. Loadholt, Agron- and Eugene P. Willimon Jr.,
ratio of 3.5 or above at the end omy major from Fairfax; Robert Chemical Engineering major from
of their first semester.
L. McGarity, Pre-Veterinary maj- Clemson.
Initiation begins today and ends or from Clemson; Richard L.
The three transfer students are
next Thursday at 6 p.m. Jim Sherer, Mechanical Engineering Charles A. Douglas, Electrical Enpointed out that during this week major from Sharon; and Brian A. gineering major from Gaffney;
each initiate is to wear a plaque Sok, Chemistry major from Chi- James C. Murray, Mechanical Enaround his neck and carry a box cago.
gineering major from Edisto Isof favors. After the formal initiaAlso Robert M. Teague, Electri- land; and Robert S. Lawrence,
tion on Thursday, all members will cal Engineering major from Lau- Ceramic Engineering major from
attend a banquet at the Southerner rens; Earl H. Wagener, Chemistry Brevard, N. C.
Restaurant. Dr. T. J. Garbaty
will be the speaker, according to
First In A Series
Jim.
Students Named
The following freshmen are
eligible: John M. Bankhead Jr.,
Electrical Engineering major from
Silver Spring, Maryland; James
F. Belk, Electrical Engineering
major from Columbia; Lawrence
By JIMMY YOTJNGrBLOOD
try feed. In this process, the
W. Blair, Mechanical Engineering
Tiger Staff Writer
grass is dehydrated and ground.
major from Hendersonville, N. C;
This is then formed into pellets
The
South
Carolina
AgriculLindsey D. Boozer, Electrical Enby heavy dies.
tural
Experiment
Station,
with
gineering major from Columbia;
The advantage of such pellets
Miles M. Bruce Jr., Electrical En- headquarters at Clemson, carries is that they are more easily digineering major from Greer; and on a varied program of research gested by the livestock and poulJones W. Bryan, Agronomy major throughout the state. The pro- try, according to animal sciengram is designed to aid farmers tists.
from Luray.
Also, James O. Bryant Jr., in the maintenance of their soThe branch stations, other
Chemical Engineering major from cial and economic position and
Clemson; James K. Caughman, to promote stability in agricul- than the one at Blackville, are:
ture.
the Sandhill Station, Columbia;
Dairying major from Lexington;
the Pee Dee Station, Florence;
Robert A. Coleman, Civil EngiResearch is now being done
the Sheep Station, Johnson; the
neering major from Anderson;
in the fields of agricultural
Coast Station, Summerville;
Robert F. Dansby Jr., Electrical economics, agricultural engiand the Truck Station, CharlesEngineering major from North neering
agronomy,
animal
ton.
Augusta; Joe W. Dawkins, Me- husbandry, bacteriology, botThe work done by these stachanical Engineering major from ony, dairy, entomology, horticulGreenville; Richard A. Helman, ture, nutrition, poultry and tions benefits not only South
Carolina but the entire nation.
Industrial Engineering major from zoology.
The United States Department of
Columbia; and James M. Hicks,
Altogether there are over 300 Agriculture gives nationwide
Chemical Engineering major from
projects currently being carried recognition to projects which will
Hartsville.
on
at the main station at Clem- benefit farmers throughout the
Others named were Joel W.
son and the six branch stations. United States.
Hoard, Chemical Engineering majThe various stations encompass
or from Startex; Robert W. Hoabout 36,000 acres, although only
a small portion of this figure is
suitable for actual research.

Agricultural Experiment Station
Carries On Varied Program

Applications Due
For Positions As
Waiters, Counselors

GetWILDROOT
CREAM-OIL Charlie!

Federal, State Funds Used

Funds for the programs are
provided by both federal and
state appropriations. Also interested industries make grants to
the program.
Each branch station does research that is especially useful to
the area in which it is located.
The Edisto Experiment Station,
Blackville, has recently been experimenting with the effect of
adding nitrogen to the soil on
beef gains. The experiment is
not yet finished, but important
information has already been re- f. PAUL SHEEDY,* hair scientist, say*
leased.
"Makes your hair look doggone hand
some!"
Progress Made In Pellets
*af 1II So. Harris Hill Rd., WiUiamavilU, N. X

■

it Soda Fountain
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If this cold war breaks out into the white hot nuclear inferno
that it could, the AmericanBritish-French garrison of 10,-

The talks between British
Prime Minister Macmillan and
Khrushchev have eased the tension some what. Both sides say
they do not want war.

KCDl KROSSWORD

L C Martin Drug Company

For Grown-Ups And Children

During this foreign ministers
conference the West will attemp to secure a German reunification through free elections and a German peace
treaty, but only with a free reunified Germany.

000 troops would have practically
no chance of escape. The 2.2
million West Berliners would fall
with the Western forces.

The deadline for applications
for positions as hall counselors
and Dining Hall waiters must be
submitted by Mar. 31 according
to Greg Hughes, placement director. Applications should be
turned in to the Student Affairs
Office.
Entering students will be given
preference for jobs as waiters
Current waiters and those on the
waiting list must fill out another
application for the 1959-60 school
year.
At the Clemson station, imProspective June and August,
Just a little bir
1959, graduates will be given portant progress has been made
e+ Wildroof
Conductor Grants Encores
preference for positions as hall in the testing of pellets of CoastA and...WOW.'
The audience's enthusiastic re- counselors.
al Bermuda as livestock and poulception of these three selections
led the director to allow no less
than two encores. The first was
the Scherzo from Mendelssohn's
Midsummer Night's Dream._ The
4
3
2
6
7
6
2. Are you
second was a selection from Bizet
*ARE *YOU *KODL
ACROSS
smoking 'em?
*
1, Between a hop
which we, idiot that we are, did
Good!
ENOUGH TO^ 'Q
and a jump
9
8. You're brave
not recognize. Both were well
5. Animal from
if you're
KRACK^TMIS?"
Green Bay?
worth the extra time and applause.
using this

Dean Gage Will Attend
Annual Cotton Meeting

LOVELY EASTER GIFTS

the Russians have agreed to a
foreign ministers meeting. The
Soviets attached a three-month
limit and inclusion of Poland
and Czechoslovakia. The Western powers will probably accept.

jr Candy and Stationery

9. Wall encountered
on some dates
10. Miss Gardner
ad infiniturn
11. They attract
eyes
12. Kind of stand
13. It follows you
down South
14. Don't get
caught in it
15. Gal who looks
like unmade bed
17. Marilyn's one
18. Kind of do
21. Half a song
at Yale
22. This makes
a profound
impression
25. With lemon
in your mouth
26. All you need
to get ahead
27. Paint
28. Snick and
_
29. Tackle's rainyday facial
30. Chow
34. Kind of etera
35. Biblical birth
reference
37. She sounds
like money
38. Instrument of
the conniver
40. Temple, but far
from Philly
42. Flipped
43. Horse & soap_
44. Rains marbles
45. But she
may not be
a cheap date

DOWN
1. Got beyond
first base,
illicitly

4. Pets
in confusion
5. Manhandle
6. He gets
the air
7. Meow from
girl on phone?
8. A. good place
for "hots"
9. Rock popular
in Ireland
16. Early morning
cut
17. Overimbiber
19. It's good in
the hole
20. What Pop
saw in
Clara Bow
21. Crosby cat
22. Gnatty crowd
23. Kools' mild
refreshing
ingredient
24. Right on
target
25. Drink not
favored by
17 Down
27. Favored
receptacle
of 17 Down
29. Pinochle
or gin
maneuvers
31. Dress up
32. Something to
live for
33. Aqueous
solutions
35. Favorite
vegetable
of this
generation?
86. The first man
to break it wins
89. Point in

11

13
15

^
18
22

23

19
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121

1

24
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27

26
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28
34

39

38
42
44

29
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14 *
t

1

■i
36

40

31

32

41
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*"As cool and*clean~as a hreathof fresh, air.,
'• Finest leaf tobacco^ mild refreshing menthol —
' and the world s; most * thoroughly tested filter ! y
* With every puff your mouth feels cleanv
your throat refreshed!

Qmericas MoshlSbfieshing Qjoidfe
...ALSO REGULAR SIZE KOOLWIXHOUT FILTERI
01959. Brown as Williamson Tobacco Corp.
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Jazz Is Many Things To Different
People: Some Love It, Some Hate It

The Hamp Really Excited His Listeners, Dancers At Mid-Winter's

******

(Editor's Note—Barney Kessel, one of the foremost jazx
guitarists of our era, will be writing a column every month
for Tiger during the rest of the year.
About Barney Kessel—Andre Previn, pianist, composer
and fellow artist sums it up best:
". . . Barney is a unique guitarist; he is an accomplished
musician, well-endowed academically and intuitively. He
swings like every member of a rhythm section wished he
could, he has a staggering amount of technique, a healthy
respect for the traditional, a ceaseless curiosity for the experimental, and an admirable and lovely harmonic sense.
"In other words, he is a real artist, a commodity rare and
not expendable in today's jazz field."
That Kessel is a great popular entertainer is evidenced by
his annually walking away with the DownBeat, Metronome,
Playboy and England's Melody Maker polls.
He is also an artist's artist—which was brought out this
year when he won Playboy's very select All Stars' AH-Star
poll in which 22 greats like Sinatra, Fit gerald, Brubeck and
Armstrong voted.
More than a performer, the 36-year-old Kessel is a
composer and arranger much in demand on the West Coast,
and he is the designer of the guitar he plays, the Kay/Kessel,
the outstanding electric pro instrument in the country.
Kessel, besides playing jazz, knows jazz—as the columns
coming to you the rest of the year will show.)
By BARNEY KESSEL
Jazz—like all great ideas—is many things to many people.
There are those who play it and others who hear it. Some analyze
it; others react to it. Some sell it; others buy it. And finally—
some love it and some hate it!
•What Is Jazz?'
Any answer to the question "what is jazz?" is bound to be
affected by one's relationship to it. This is the reason for so many
different and, at times, controversial comments on the subject.
My relationship to jazz is that of a jazz player. As you read
on and agree or disagree—please keep in mind that the comments
are based on my relationship to jazz.
Jazz is a means of personal expression through music.
It is improvised and conveys a definite mood—any mood.
There is no limit to the number of participants. When it is
performed well, it could be compared to extemporaneous conversation between brilliant minds. It is possible for the jazz.player
to make an eloquent musical statement through inspiration—a
statement which he has never quite made that way in the past and
will never make quite that way again in the future.
Jazz is not confined to any geographical location, race, personality or school of musical thought. The best jazz is created
when the player has mastered the principles of music and uses
his instrument to serve as a vehicle of his expression—and plays
with inspiration.
Once again comparing a jazz solo to an extemporaneous
speech: What is being said is more important that how it is
being said.
Jazz Origin Not Known
No one is really sure where jazz came from, but from what
I can piece together these seem the logical beginnings:
The Negro brought over here from Africa sang tribal chants
as he worked—chants that had been handed down from generation to generation.
As the Negro learned to speak English and began to absorb
some of the customs of his new country, the chants became modiLionel Hampton proved this past weekend that his music leaves little to be desired for dancing or for listening. His dances, at least the majority of the Saturday
night dance when couples who had been partying since
Friday afternoon were able only to hold each other up
on the dance floor, were enjoyable with some sweet,
smooth music issuing from a wonderful combination of
musicians. His concert, termed by many as the top
concert ever held in the past four years, was a masterpiece of jamming and other music. The top picture

shows Hamp entertaining the crowded Saturday night
crowd with some of his masterful chatter, while the
bottom shots show a crew of students really lapping
up the Hamp's antics with Ciemson pennants. The
weekend from beginning to end, from early in the evening to late in the morning, from party to party, from
dance to dance, from houseparty to cocktail party was
the best weekend many seniors said they'd spent at
Ciemson, or for that matter anywhere. (Tiger photos
by Alex McCormack.)

Campus Events I\

Newman Club To Have Social Here With USQ
IM Society Initiates New Club Room Saturday
Indian Slides Be Shown
A group of students from India
will show slides and discuss their
country at YMCA Vespers at 6 p.m.
Sunday. All students are urged to
attend by the "Y" Cabinet.
Church Conference Be Held
The Vacation Church School
conference will be held in Ciemson
Mar. 20 and 21. John Porcher,
a Forestry major from Mount
Pleasant, is chairman of the VCS
project which is being sponsored
by State Canterbury this year.
The conference will serve to
clarify objectives of VCS and will
familiarize participants in the
task awaiting them. About forty
young men and women from all
South Carolina colleges are expected to be present.
Mike Best, a Ciemson Canterburian from Hinesville, Georgia,
spoke to Canterbury on the third
commandment and its implica-

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

tions. He is one of several mem- that the conference was a complete
bers who are studying the articles success.
of Christianity and presenting A ping-pong table is going to
them to the Canterbury group.
be available for all the Newman
Members in the next few days.
All members are urged to attend
Mrs. Poole Speaks
Mrs. R. F. Poole, faculty advisor the church services and meeting
to the Coed Club, will give a talk next Wednesday.
on table setting and dining etiSigma Tau Epsilon Lectures
quette; a subject which Mrs. Poole
The first of the current Sigma
has spoken on several times.
The meeting will take place Tau Epsilon lectures will be held
Thursday evening at 7:30 p.m. in Mar. 16 according to President
the coed lounge. All members of Rufus Land.
The lecture will feature Dr. A.
Theta Tau Kappa are invited to
attend.
H. Holt of the English Dept. who
will speak on Semantics.
The talk will begin at 7:30 in
Newman Club To Hold Social
The Newman Club will have a Room 118 of the Chemistry Buildsocial with USC on Apr. 4 here at ing. The entire student body is
invited.
Ciemson in Newman Hall.
There were four members of the
Newman Club present at the NewPhi Eta Sigma Banquet Held
man Club conference in CharlesThe annual Phi Eta Sigma banton last week-end. Father Sul- quet will be held Thursday at the
livan and Ronnie Parker reported Southerner Restaurant at 7:15 p.m.
There will be a 50c charge for old
by Dick Bibler
members attending the banquet
and $2.00 for guests, according to
Jim Youngblood, president.
Dr. T. J. Garbaty, assistant professor of English, will be the speaker.
Dwight Strawn Elected
The Rev. Fred Reese spoke and
led a discussion on "Basis in
Christian Theology" at Wesley
Foundation this week. Rev. Reese
is pastor at Mount Zion Methodist Church in Central.
Dwight Strawn, Arts and Sciences major from Ninety-Six, was
elected treasurer of the State
Methodist Student Movement Conference held in Columbia the
weekend of Mar. 1.

land, publicity director of the
organization.
Ernie said that refreshments
were served by the I. M. Auxiliary
in the new room which is located
in the basement of Harden Hall.
He estimated that about 40 members with dates and wives attended.
SAE To Meet
The Society of Automotive
Engineers will meet at 6:15 p.m.
Tuesday in 119 Riggs Hall. All
members are requested to be
present, according to W. H. McCown, president.

Ciemson Education Center Holds
Sales Workshop And Symposium
morning session with a talk on
the increasing costs of education in the state.

The one-week workshop which
began Monday will end tonight.
The last program will be held
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. in the
Gold Boom of the Ciemson
House. J. Paul Dawson, Southeastern sales training director
for the Silas Dean organization
of Denver, Colo., will be the
lecturer.

ed by Rev. M. H. Osborn pastor,
First Baptist Church, McColl, and
K. N. Vickery, Ciemson Registrar
who spoke respectively on problems of higher enrollment and future entrance requirements in the
state.
The relationship between secondary schools and higher institutions was discussed at 3 p.m. by
Dr. Wright Speares, president of
Columbia College, and H. A. Marshall, superintendent of schools,
Orangeburg.

The education symposium was
held last Tuesday from 10 a.m. to
6 p.m. in the Ciemson Room of the
Ciemson House. G. E. Metz, Assistant to the president of Ciemson College was chairman of the
seven part program.
Opening speaker was Sen.
Marshall Parker, Oconee County, who spoke on the state's responsibility to higher education.
Dr. Charles F. Marsh, president
of Wofford College, ended the

fied until they were songs with English words, still retaining some
or all of the original melody.
From this, the Negro gradually evolved more spontaneous
and extemporaneous songs which had a practical view in mind.
Some songs were made up to make work easier and time go
faster: These were called work songs.
Some songs were about the miseries of this country and
homesickness of Africa: these songs were the first "blues."
Those who were converted to Christianity sang of their love
for God—and these songs are our "spirituals."
The Negroes made up songs about all their experiences. These
songs, which began as improvisations, became more .polished and
set with each performance—until they were finally accepted without further alterations. Thus, they became standards in the
repertory of jazz.
One Voice Improvises
Many of the songs, especially the spirituals and blues, were
constructed in such a manner that one voice would improvise
while others sustained the harmony or started a subordinate
melody—until at the end, all would join in and conclude en masse.
As you know, many of these vocal techniques were brought
into instrumental jazz.

Interview Schedule
For The Week of Mar. 16-20
MONDAY
Allied Chemical Corporation—Chem., ChEn, ME, TC
The Fund Insurance Companies—Ind. Management
Atlanta Gas Light Company—ChEn, CE, EE, ME

USA Engr. Research & Development Lab—ChEn, CE,
EE, ME, Phys.
Registrar Speaks
Dan River Mills, Incorporated—IM, TC and TM
TTie afternoon session was open- USA Engrs., S. Atlantic Division—CE, EE and ME

The discussion was closed at
5 p.m. by a discussion on the
function of trustees and faculty
representation in administration
led by Dr. George A. Christen berry, administrative director of
Furman University.
The symposium was closed at 6
p.m. by a report on the President's
Conference on Higher Education
given by Dr. Rosamond Boyd,
President of Converse College.

WEDNESDAY
USN Pacific Missile Range, Calif.—EE, ME and Phys.
Republic Aviation Corporation—CE, EE, ME and Phys.
Dan River Mills, Incorporated—IM, TC and TM
Procter & Gamble Distributing Co.—All Degrees
THURSDAY
Tenn. Coal & Iron Div., US Steel—CrEn, ChEn, EE, ME
Schlumberger Well Surveying Corp.—EE, IE, ME, Phys.
Lockheed Aircraft—Georgia Div.—CE, EE, ME, Phys.
FRIDAY
Lockheed Aircraft—Georgia Div.—CE, EE, ME, Phys.
Cutler-Hammer, Incorporated—EE and ME
Tenn. Coal & Iron Div., US Steel—CrEn, ChEn, EE, ME
I. C. Isaacs and Company, Inc.—IE, IM and TM

Do You Think for Yourself ? ("**% «,, *

/

TEST THAT WILL )

on

1, Can you honestly say that you've made^ yea
an effort to understand modern art?/

If you were to break a New Year's
resolution, would you renew it;
on the spot rather than wait
until next year?.

3. Would you be unwilling to play a
single game of "Russian Roulette"
for a million dollars?

4. Are you fully convinced that the
saying "Money does not buy
happiness" is completely true?

D-D

Yes

YES

YES

5. Would you be at all hesitant to rent
a desirable apartment where the
previous occupants had died under'
mysterious circumstances?
67 If you were walking to town in a
hurry, would you be unwilling to
accept a ride in a garbage truck?

YES

NO

D D

YEsf"! NO

D-D

8. If you had an independent income;
sufficient for all your needs,
could you be happy never to go
to work?,

9. Can an extravagant claim YES
make you switch from
one filter cigarette
to another?

YES

D

□
□ -□

D-D

ti Would you be reluctant to participate ^yEsT
in an important medical experiment
" L_J
which, though not dangerous, would
cause some discomfort?.

Staff Members Appointed
New appointments to the program staff of WSBF have been announced by Teddy Holt, Program
Director.
New staff members are Charles
R. Carter, Charleston; Qwen W.
Matin, Mullins; „ Harry L. Dellinger, Tabor City, N. C; Ronald
E. Peeler, Asheville, N. C; and
Samuel W. Lunney, Charleston.
Club Room Initiated
The Industrial Management Society initiated its new club room
with a drop-in last Saturday night
"Lets see A aw o YE* OKACSS-1 LOST i\6&* is ^NTLAST
during intermission of Mid-WinYEA* WHEN A fAlft '0 W PtWWIC* OOITKHOPI, Aftfft MlpTggMS," ters according to Ernie Wester-

*****

TUESDAY

A sales workshop and a symposium on 'Higher Education in
South Carolina' have been featured in this the fourth week of the
1959 Ciemson Continuing Education Center.

Symposium Held Tuesday

********

on

The truth is, thinking men and women
aren't influenced by extravagant claims—
especially when choosing a filter cigarette.
They use their heads! They know what
they want. They know that only VICEROY
gives them a thinking man's filter . -. .- a
smoking man's taste.
*// you have answered "YES" to three out of
the first four questions, and "NO" to four
out of the last five... you certainly do think
for yOUrSelf!

ei»59.Browo*WUll»m«oiiTl»«eeoC<»ft.

FamMai"
pack or
crushproof
box.

■"W,

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows - FILTER... A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE J,

Clemson House
Scene Of ASME
Division Meet

Friday, March 13, 1959
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Named To Blue Key At Saturday Dance

Letters To The Editor

Writer Challenges Authenticity
Of Trively's Column Two Weeks Ago

Dear Editor:
It is a false analogy to assume
the curriculum of his grand- haps not altogether "foulest injustice" or "professional irre- that an education can be bought
For a number of weeks I have fathers.
been reading Mr. Tim Trively's
And if faculties are flexible, It sponsibility"—a reckless accusa- like a pound of potatoes.
After Mr. Trively and those of
editorial column "Week's Peek" must be remembered that teach- tion to make without citing speciwith interest and patience. Last ers are human; they are not of the fic proofs. To say so is disrespect- like mind have read "Stricter Reweek Mr. Trively invited his read- sarr.i; sinews, nerve-fibrils, and fully and offensively to insult a quirements for College Admission
ers to express themselves about tissues as the God of our culture, group of men who are earnestly Would Help Ease Over-Crowded
his thinking. I have been waiting the IBM. Teachers, like judges trying to do something about the Conditions," they will see that the
for this invitation.
in courts of law, must adapt flexi- state of learning in the South; to proper object of his crusading
Dr. J. C. Cook, head of the meble
concepts to real situations. say so reveals more about one's spirit is neither the problem of
In
his
article
of
February
20,
chanical engineering departbreeding than about the actual academic standards, for his limitWhy
kick against the goads?
1959,
Mr.
Trively
poses
the
quesment at Clemson and chairman
situation here, since no facts are ed comprehension of them distion, "Is C really average?" After
"Is C average?" Mr. Trively offered in support of the accusaof the conference, said that
qualifies him to judge of them;
discussing student rebellions in complains that the faculty of the
'•trends'* in textile engineering
tion.
nor the problem of "professional
Florida
and
South
America,
the
(second
row)
Erwin
Able,
Tom
Harmon,
Bootie
college have determined a miniwould be tie year's theme.
At the Saturday night dance 10 recently electThe real cause of the C's, D's irresponsibility," for he is a neoped members of Blue Key were announced. Pic- Roberts and Jim Scott. Absent when picture "lightness" of systems merely be- mum GPR for graduation but have
He announced speakers, chairtured above are (first row, left to right) Doug was made were Bill Mathis, Doug Cline and | cause they exist in fact, inade- individually "set their classroom and F's is more nearly the high hyte in these matters, not yet in
men, and moderators of three
Who Kim, James Bryan and James Townsend; Bob Boles. (Tiger photo by Alex McCormack). quate dormitory space, "crib" standard above the mean stand- number of ill-prepared high-school a position to evaluate the work of
general sessions. Dr. James H.
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The Textile Engineering Division Conference of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers
is currently being held at Clemson
House. The conference began
yesterday and will close this afternoon.
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Richard Helman
Elected Prexy Of
Hillel-Brandeis

Richard Helman, Industrial Engineering freshman from Columbia, was recently elected as president of the Hillel-Brandeis Club.
The outgoing president is Mike
Orenstein.
The Hillel-Brandeis Club seeks
to coordinate the religious, cultural
and social activities of the Jewish
students on campus. It does this
through various religious programs
and social events throughout the
academic year.
The club meets every Wednesday
night at 6.

SYMPHONY
(Continued from Page 6)
to our knowledge, has ever clapped between movements of "La
Mer" and certainly not between
the movements of Beethoven's
Fifth.
Dept. of Miscellany; Mild nausea div.: This was the second small
voice. No. 1 on the Hit Parade,
"Venus" by Frankie Avalon. No.
2, "Charlie Brown" The Coasters.
Thesbian div: Let us not the
forthcoming production of Mrs.
Mc Thing by the Little Theatre slip
from our busy little minds.

From a C.O.'s fitness report
on one of his officers: "He's
an independent thinker with a
mediocre mentality."
When someone mentioned semantics in The Tiger office
recently, Nancy Edwards came
through with a jewel: "Semantics? Did Shakespeare write
that?"

TRACK
(Continued from Page 5)
boys this season. Among them are:
Victor Borrero from Columbia,
South America who will run the
100 and the 220 yard dashes;
Quincy Newman will be running
the mile and the 880; Laddy Stover
also will run the 880, and Don
Bridges will be doing the 100 and
the 220 yard dashes along with
Borrero.

Get WILDR00T
CREAM-OIL Charlie!
Impala Sport Coupe—like every Chevy—has Safety Plate Glass all around.

Chevy stops quickest... goes farthest on a gallon!

WALKING SHORTS
SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS
TENNIS EQUIPMENT

HOKE SLOAN

Phone 9198

B. FRANKLIN, electrician, say«: "WTIdroo)
(rooms your hair better tt no extra charge 1"
Just a little bit
of Wildroor
and...WOW!

Chevy showed the best brakes of the
leading low-priced three in a test of
repeated stops at highway speeds eonducted and certified by NASCAR*.
Chevy also won over the other two in
a NASCAR economy ran—with the
highest gas mileage for 6's and V8's at
cruising speeds of just over 55 miles
an hour.

Here's a car that knows how to get
the most out of a gallon. And it's the
only car in its field to bring you
hydraulic valve lifters in all popular
engines—6 and V8. This means
smoother, quieter performance for you.
There are many other advances just
as fundamental as the efficiency of
Chevrolet's engines and the depend-

ability of its new brakes (with more lining area than any other low-priced car).
But why not stop by your dealer's and
let Chevy do its own sweet talking!

But I digress. To return to sociology, people tend to gather
in groups—a tendency that began, as we all know, with the
introduction of Marlboro Cigarettes. What an aid to sociability
they are! How benignly one looks upon one's fellows after puffing on Marlboro's filter that really filters, on Marlboro's flavor
that's really flavorful. How eager it makes one to extend the
hand of friendship! How grateful we all are to Marlboro for
making possible the togetherness! How good not to live in the
bleak pre-Marlboro world with every man a stranger!
The groups that people live in today (thanks to Marlboro)
van' widely in their customs. What is perfectly acceptable in
one society may be quite outlandish in another. Take, for instance, the case of Ug Van Wyck.
Ug, a Polynesian lad, grew up in an idyllic South Sea isle
where the leading event of the year was the feast of Max, the
sun god. A quaint all-day ceremony was held, with tribal
dancing, war chants, fat-lady races, pie-eating contests, and, for
the grand finale, the sacrifice of two dozen maidens.
According to Tig's folkways, sacrificing maidens was entirely
acceptable, but when, in his eighteenth year, he was sent as an
exchange student to the University of Wisconsin, he soon
learned that Americans take a dim view of this practice—in
Wisconsin, at any rate. The first fifteen or twenty maidens Ug
sacrificed, he was let off with a warning. When, however, he
persisted, drastic measures were taken: he was depledged by
his fraternity. A broken man, Ug quit school and moved to
Milwaukee where today he earns a meager living as a stein.
e 1959 Mai Shubnaa

•Saiional Association for Stock Cat Adrancewieni
and Research.

see your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for quick appraisal—early delivery!

For real sociability, provide Marlboro* for Alter smoker*
and Philip Morris for non-&lter smokers. Both are made
by the Philip Morris company; both sponsor this column}
both an topsi

